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V V of the Book of Daniel. I hope through these studies that we
shall learn something of the significance of the great movements that
arc taking place in the world today, such as the proposed League of
Nations, the Zionist Movement, and the attempt on the part of Japan
to bring about a coalition of the Asiatic peoples.
It is a remarkable and significant fact that even men of the world
who have no personal interest whatever in Christianity arc convinced
that this is a crisis period and that vast changes arc impending. All
students of prophecy have the same feeling, and their feeling is inten
sified by their study of the Word of God and the knowledge it aJfords
of the course of human and divine events. I sometimes listen to men
who question the authority of the Bible, and I wonder why it is that
they do not study the Bible carefully and accurately, because if they
have any spiritual insight at all, they must sec on its pages an accurate
outline of the march of the ages and the trend of the times, and that
prophecy is rapidly becoming history. God has written aforctimc many
prophecies concerning Christ, the Gentile nations, and the Jewish
nation. Many of these prophecies have been fulfilled, and it would
seem that the remainder arc about to be realized, for "coming events
cast their shadows before."
The only way one can understand conditions in the world today
is by bringing them under the lens of Holy Writ. The Book of
Daniel, the study of which we arc taking up in this series of lessons,
throws a great deal of light on the chaotic condition of Europe and
the world at large.

The Theme

The Writer
I do not think it necessary to take time to prove that Daniel was
the divinely inspired author of the book which bears his name, and
that he lived in the days of Nebuchadnezzar, Darius, and Cyrus. We
arc living in a day, however, when this fact is denied. Higher critics
and so-called modernists would have us believe that this book was
written by a pious Jew hundreds of years after Nebuchadnezzar's
death after these things had become history, and that the writer of
this book was a historian rather than a prophet. They place the date
of the book at the time of the Macxabccs several hundred years after
Nebuchadnezzar's time, and claim that it was written after the events
narrated therein had become history and that the language used was
prophetic to make it more interesting. However, there arc many
infallible proofs that the Book of Daniel was written by Daniel, and
that its record is authentic. If you would like to make a study of
those proofs, I would recommend that you read Sir Robert Anderson's
book, "Daniel in the Critics' Den." That is a good title for his book,
for Daniel is now having a harder time in the "critics' den" than he
had in the lion's den! The most convincing proof to a child of God
in regard to this matter is the fact that our Lord Jesus Christ refers
to Daniel as "Daniel the prophet" (Matt. 24:15); not Daniel the
historian. That statement satisfies every believing heart that the
Book of Daniel is authentic.

In the Book of Daniel, God has been pleased to reveal to us, in
outline as it were, THE COMMENCEMENT, THE CHARACTER,
THE COURSE, AND THE CONSUMMATION OF THE TIMES
OF THE GENTILES. The cxpn:ssion, "times of the Gentiles," was
used by our Lord in Luke 21 :24," •.. and Jerusalem shall be trodden
down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled."
During that period the Gentile nations were to exercise lordship over
the Jewish nation and over the land of Palestine. The period began
with Nebuchadnezzar and will terminate with the last monarch of
the revived Roman Empire, and with the personal, visible, bodily
return of our Lord Jesus Christ to the earth. The times of the Gentiles,
therefore, occur during the interval which marks the interruption
cl. the times of the Jews and will end, as stated above, with the return
of the Lord Jesus Christ. The times of the Jews were interrupted
when they were carried away captive to Babylon and will recommence
when the times of the Gentiles have been fulfilled, at which time the
Son of God shall sit upon " ... the throne of his father David:
And he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever." (Luke 1:32, 33.)
As we pursue our study of this fascinating book, we shall sec how
marvellously events-many of which have now become history
verify the prophecies which God gave through Daniel hundreds of
years before the events transpired. We must bear in mind that at the
time Daniel wrote, very little of the record contained in the Book of
Daniel had been fulfilled. The greater part cl. it was still future and
much of it had reference to events that were to come to pass hundreds
of years after Daniel had passed away. Our study, therefore, will not
only give us an intelligent understanding of what may be expected
cl. the Gentile nations in the future but will also confirm our faith
in the Bible as the Word of God. God is the only being who knows
the end from the beginning, and any book that portrays events hun
drcds of years before they take place, must have as its author someone
who knows the future. That one is the living God I
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CHAPTER I
Separation to God in Babylon-A Foreshadowing of the
Faithful Jewish Renmant at the lime of the End

C

I is introductory in its nature and has not only a pro
phetic significance but has also practical lessons.

HAPTEll

"In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah
came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon unto Jerusalem, and
besieged it.
And the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Judah into his hand,
with part of the vessels of the house of God, which he carried
into the land of Shinar, to the house of his god; and he
brought the vessels into the treasure howe of his god."
(VV. 1-2.)

DANIEL REFUSES THE KING'S WINE
The separation of Daniel and his friends ,mto God from the Evils
of Babylon-foreshadowing the Separated Remnant in the Latter Time
(REv. 7 :1-12).

Herc we learn how the times of the Jews were interrupted and
how the times of the Gentiles began.
For years God had been warning the children of Israel, through
His prophets, that unless they turned to Him He would allow their
land to be invaded by the enemy and them to be taken captive. Long
before the events described in the first two verses of the Book of
Daniel had takcnjlacc, the lsraditcs had forsaken the faith of their
fathers. They ha given up the worship of the one true God and
idolatry was rampant. The rdigion of the heathen nations was
more attractive to them because it was "modern" and far easier. As
a consequence the floodgates of iniquity were opened and the false
religion which they had adopted was powerless to work the change
in the hearts and lives of the people which alone could avert the
impending judgment of God.
These conditions had existed for 490 years, and during that time
God had been speaking a warning message to the nation through the
prophet Jeremiah and others, but the people turned a deaf car. At
last the ptticnce of God came to an end and He put them in the
school of experience in the city of Babylon for seventy years. There
they learned that "there is a way which sccmcth right unto a man;
but the end thereof arc the ways of death." How sadly the Gentile na
tions of today need to learn that lesson! God has ~n striving with
them for thousands of years. He has been speaking in love, in mercy,
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in kindness; but the nations arc turning a deaf car to His voice, ignor
ing the uncscapablc fact that one day-and that day I believe is not
far distant-He will speak in the language of thunder I For if He
spared not Israel when they sinned and turned their backs upon Him,
you may be sure He will not spare the Gentiles.

The Faithful Few
"And the king spake unto Ashpenaz the masta- of: his
eunuchs, that he should bring certain of the children of: Israel,
and of: the king's seed, and of the princes;
Children in whom was no blemish, but well favoured, and
skillful in all wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and under
standing science. and such as had alility in them to stand in
the king's palace, and whom they might teach the learning
and the tongue of the Chaldeans.
And the king appointed them a daily provision of the
king's meat, and of the wine which he drank; so nourishing
them three years, that at the end thereof: they might stand
before the king.
Now among these were of the children of Judah, Danid,
Hananiah, Mishad, and A7.ariah;
Unto whom the prince of the eunuchs gave names; for
he gave unto Daniel the name of: Belteshazzar; and to Hana
niah, of Shadrach; and to Mishad, of Meshach; and to Aza
riah, of Abednego.
But Daniel purposed in his heart that he would not defile
himself with the portion of the king's meat, nor with the
wine which he drank; therefore he requested of the prince of
the eunuchs that he might not defile himself.
Now God had brought Daniel into favour and tender
love with the prince of: the eunuchs.
And the prince of the eunuchs said unto Danid, I fear
my lord the king, who hath appointed your meat and your
drink: for why should he see your bees worse liking thaii
the children which •~ of your ,ort? then shall ye make me
endanger my head to the king.
Then said Danid to Melzar, whom the prince of the
eunuchs had set ova- Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah,
Prove thy servants, I beseech thee, ten days; and let them
give us pulse to eat, and water to drink.
Then let our countenances be looked upon before thee.
and the countenance of: the children that eat of: the portion
of: the king's meat; and as thou seest, deal with thy servants.
So he consented to them in this matta-, and proved them
ti:n days.
And at the end of ten days their countenances appeared
fairer and fatta- in flesh than all the children which did eat
the pcrtion of the king's meat.

[ 10
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Thus Mdzar took away the portion of their meat, and the
wine that they should drink, and gave them pulse.
As for these four children, God gave them knowledge and
skill in all learning and wisdom; and Danid had understand
ing in all visions and dreams.
Now at the end of the days that the king had said he
should bring them in, then the prince of the eunuchs brought
them in before Nebuchadnezzar.
And the king communed with them: and among them all
was found none like Daniel, Hananiah, Mishad, and Aza
riah: therefore stood they before the king.
And in all matters of wisdom and understanding, that the
king inquired of them, be found them ten times better than
all the magicians and astrologers that were in all his realm.
And Daniel continued l!tJl!n unto the first year of king
Cyrus." (VV. 3-21.)

In these verses we have an account of the faithfulness of four
children of Israel-Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. God
has never left himself without a witnc.ss and these four were wit
nesses for Him in that day of apostasy. Tests came to these men. Soon
after they arrived in Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar commanded that a
certain number of the most promising of the young Jewish men, well
favored and cunning, be picked out that they might be taught the
learning and the tongue of the Chaldcans. He also ordered that
meat from his table and wine which he drank be served them and that
they be so nourished for three years. At the end of that period they
we~ to stand before the king.
During the time of their pupilagc, the four Hebrew children were
subjected to many temptations, but the greatest test was that they
break their Nazaritc vow and cat the things which were abhorrent to
a godly Jew. The meat used in Babylon was not only dedicated to
idols but had been strangled, thus becoming abhorrent to the Jews
who were following the law of God as recorded in Leviticus. Then
too, the Nazaritc must not drink wine, and thus these men were
called upon to make their choice between the word of Ncbuchad
nezzar and the Word of God. But they did not follow the advice,
"When in Rome do as the Romans do." They had piety deeply
ingrained in their very hearts, and so when they had to choose between
the commandments of Nebuchadnezzar and those of God, they said,
as did the apostle of old, "We should obey God rather than man."
By being separated from the evils of Babylon they could exercise
an influence for God and later on we shall sec how God used Daniel
in communicating His mind to Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar
concerning the end of Gentile dominion and the return of the Lord.

[ 11 ]
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So in the content ci. Chapter I, we have set forth the kind of man
to whom God can reveal His mind and heart and will. Before Daniel
was given any enlightenment with regard to the future, he separated
himself from all the evil of his day; in other words, God's order is: first
purity, then enlightenment in spiritual things. If you study the ~vcs
of Noah, of Abraham, of Joseph, of Isaiah, and ci. all the other samts
of God, you will find that in their lives the order was: first purity,
then enlightenment. Let us search our hearts, and ask if that is
true of us. Have we separated ourselves £ran the evils of today?
Have we purposed in our heart that we will not defile ourselves? My
friends, that is the only way in which we can make progress in
spiritual things. If we expect to have light on heavenly things, we
must " ... walk in the light, as he is in the light." Because many
people do not observe God's order of living, they do not progrc~ ~
a spiritual way. Worldliness cats like a canker and destroys spmt
ual eyesight. If we arc to have a testimony in this terrible period of
the church age, the Lord must govern our lives, our affairs, our social
enjoyments.
I have a friend in Australia who was invited to lead the grand
march at a Masonic Ball shortly after he had accepted Christ as
Saviour. He went to his knees, put the matter before the Lord, rose
to his feet and wrote a letter declining the invitation. He was a young
Christian, and did not know much about separation, but he knew
enough to place the matter before his newly accepted Lord and
Master. He thought he would be ostraciz.cd by his friends when he
next met them, but somehow, when he did meet them, nothing
was said. His friends felt because of his action that his conversion
was real. From that moment, God blessed that young man in a
marked way, and today he is exercising a great influence for God
in a city of over a million people.
Let us bear this principc in mind. We arc living in a day of
apostasy, and if we arc to have a testimony and inBucnc: for God
that is to count, we must separate ourselves &om the evils of our
day, even as did Daniel and his comrades in their day.

as Nebuchadnezzar was. You will find, as we progress in our study
of this book, that Nebuchadnezzar had all power. Daniel says of
him that" ••• whom he would he slew; and whom he would he
kept alive; whom he would he set up; and whom he would he put
down." So it will be with the Antichrist, for of him we read, "the
king shall do according to his will." But there will be a remnant
in Israel which will set its face against the pretensions and edicts
of the monster who will be in authority. That remnant will be the
witnesses at the end-time. They will be the 144,000 of the seventh
chapter of Revelation, and as Daniel was used to exercise power and
influence for God in Nebuchadnezzar's realm, so the 144,000 will be
used by God during the reign of the Beast toturn a multitude from
sin to the one and only true God and His Son, Jesus Christ. Those
saved during the tribulation period and through the ministry of
the faithful Jewish remnant arc also described in the seventh chapter
of Revelation. W c shall learn more about this Jewish remnant at the
end-time as we proceed with the study.

A Prophetic Leuon
But there is a prophetic sign~cancc in this ~rst chapt~r o~ the
Book of Daniel, as well as a practtcal lesson. Darnel and his friends
represent the faithful Jewish remnant which will come into view at
the end-time, that short period of time between the translation of the
church and the return of the Lord in glory. During that period the
Antichrist will be in power. He will be an absolute monarch, just

[ 12 J
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CHAPTER II
He4D

Daniel Interprets the King's Dream

GOLD
BR.E/lST ~ 4RMS

SJLVEQ_
BELLY d,;,q' 771/GHS

8Q/JSS
Le-GS

IQON
CvT OUT
I\JITHOUT

HANDS

JCEET

I ROIYQ~ CL4Y
THE IMAGE OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S VISION
Head of Gold----representing Babylon.
A r1;1-S and Breast of Silver-representing Media-Persia.
Thighs and Belly of B7:ass----representing Greece.
Legs of lron----representing the Roman Empire.
Toes of {ron and Clay----representing the revived Roman Empire fo the
Latter Time.

I

chapter we find outlined the whole course of the times of
the Gentiles from its commencement to the consummation. You
will note that this outline was given to Nebuchadnezzar in the form
of a dream, and the circumstances connected with the dream are
recorded in verses 1 to 13. From these verses we learn that Nebuchad
nezzar dreamed, but when he awoke, the dream had gone from him.
He tried to recall it, but could not; and yet he could not throw off
the disturbing impression the dream had made upon him. At last,
according to the custom of the times, he sent for the wise men of
Babylon and commanded them to make known unto him the dream
with its interpretation.
This the helpless wise men were unable to do. They protested that
no king had ever made such a demand of his wise men. Nebuchad
nezzar was filled with anger, and commanded that they all should
be put to death. Being an absolute monarch, he had this power. Now
the reason that these wise men, schooled though they were in all the
wisdom of the Chaldeans, were unable to help Nebuchadnezzar out
in this matter, is found in 1 Cor. 2:14:
N THIS

"But the natural man [no matter how wise he may be]
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are
foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because
they are spiritually discerned."

The wisest of men, by human wisdom, are unable to reveal God
or make known the things that pertain to God. This is true today
as it was in Nebuchadnezzar's time. Please remember this and
bear it in mind always. Many a young man and young woman is
being led into infidelity today because they fail to see that all the
learning in the sciences does not give a man spiritual perception. A
knowledge of the sciences may qualify a professor to speak on things
material and physical, but spiritual things can only be revealed to
the man who is endued with the Spirit of God. The Chaldean wise
men were dumb before Nebuchadnezzar because this matter pertained
to the things of God. Nebuchadnezzar had to learn that he had to

[ 15 ]
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come to the end of all human resources before he could know any
thing ci. the wisdom of God.

them to pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the
silver, and the gold, broken to pieces together, and became
like the chaff of the summer threshing floors; and the wind
carried them away, that no place was found foe them: and
the stone that smote the image became a great mountain,
and filled the whole earth." (VV. 28, 31-35.)

Daniel's Resource: Prayer
Now when the command had been given that all the wise men
should be slain, they "sought Daniel and his fellows." When the
King's guard sought him out, Daniel asked the caixa,in the reason for
the hasty decree. "Then Arioch made the thing known to Daniel."
When Daniel had listened to his explanation, "he went in," we a~
told, "and desired of the king that he would give him time, and that
he would shew the king the interpretation." (Dan. 2:16.) Nebuchad
nezzar granted Daniel's request. Daniel immediately called together
the faithful remnant, Hananiah, Mishacl, and Azariah, and asked
them to join him in seeking the face of God concerning this matter.
We learn many practical lessons from these chapters which we dare
not neglect. If you ever get into a tight place, my friend, then have a
prayer meeting. Seek the £:ace of God. There is a God in heaven
who not only reveals secrets, but also hears the cry of those who desire
to do His will and live for His glory. Danid had separated himself
from the evils of Babylon and had dedicated himself to God, and
the great God would not fail him in his hour of need. The Lord
God gave to him not only the dream but the interpretation.

Daniel Before the King
Danie)_ went to the captain of the King's guard and said, "destroy
not the wise men ?f Babyl?n: bring ~c ~ before the king, and I will
she~ unto the k~g ~c mtcrprctatt~n. Then Arioch brought in
, Daniel before the king m haste, and said thus unto him "I have found
a man of the captives of Judah, that will make kdown unto the
king the interpretation." (V. 25.)
Then the king looked upon Daniel and asked him if he really
could make known the dream, and Daniel told him:

The Interpretation of the Dream
The image which Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream represents
the whole course of Gentile dominion from beginning to end. You
will note that the image was in the form of a man and was composed
of five materials: gold, silver, brass, iron, and iron and clay mixed.
Elsewhere in the Scriptures the "Times of the Gentiles" arc referred
to as "man's day.'' So here we sec the image, which represents the
times of the Gentiles, in the form of a man. God's authority has
been repudiated by the world, and governmental affairs are now
in the hands of man. This fact explains why the world today is in a
state of political, social, and economic chaos. Man, both Jew and
Gentile, has repudiated the sovereignty of God, virtually saying, "We
will not have this man to ~ign over us." That has been the attitude of
mankind toward God before and since Christ came. Consequently,
the history of the world has been written in blood and tears. Wars,
anarchy, graft, lawlessness, have characterized "man's day." Man
cannot govern himself; and as we proceed in our study of the Book
ci. Danid, we shall sec how God has prophesied the utter breakdown
of government in the hands of man. Thus we sec that there is a
significance attached to the fact that the image, which Nebuchad
nezzar saw in his dream, was in the form of a man.
In verses 37-45, we find the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's
dream given:
"Thou, 0 king, art a king oi kings : foe the God of. heaven
hath given thee a kingdom, power, and strcngth, and glory.
And wheresoever the children of men dwcll, the beasts of
the fidd and the fowls oi the heaven hath he given into
thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all Thou
art this head of gold." (VV. 37-38.}

" • • • there is a God in heaven that reveal ctn secrets,
and makcth known to the king Nebuchadnezzar what shall
be in the latter days. Thy dream, and the visions of thy head
upon thy bed, arc tbcsc: . . . Thou, 0 king, sawcst, and
behold a great image This great image, whose brightness
was excellent, stood before thee; and the form thereof was
terrible This image's head was oi fine gold, his breast and
his arms of silver, his bclly and his thighs of brass, his legs
of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay. Thou sawcst till
that a stone was cut out without hands, which smote the
image upon his feet that were of. iron and clay, and brake

We sec from the statement just quoted, that the head of gold
represented the Babylonian empire of which Nebuchadnezzar was
the head, the supreme ruler. In other words, the ''Times of the
Gentiles" began with Nebuchadnezzar. But mighty though that
empire was, it was to pass away and others were to arise:

[ 16]
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"And after thee shall arise another kingdom, inferior to
thee, and another third kingdom oi lrass, which shall 1-r
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rule over all the earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be
strong as iron: forasmuch as iron breakcth in pieces and sub
ducth all things: and as iron that brcaketh all these, shall it
break in piea=s and bruise." (VV. 39-40.)

This indicates a gradual deterioration in the affairs of man, as the
"Times of the Gentiles" run their course, from an absolute monarchy
to Bolshevism, Communism, and finally chaos.
Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom was likened unto gold because it was
an absolute monarchy, God's ideal government. Nebuchadnezzar
was not, however, God's ideal monarch! God's ideal monarch is
sitting at His right hand, and His kingdom is yet to be set up. One of

these days, the ideal Monarch will rule over the ideal monarchy, and
He will be "KING OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS," and
His kingdom shall stretch from sea to sea and from the river to
the ends of the earth.
We shall see how deterioration set in after the death c:i. Nebuchad
nezzar, a deterioration which has continued to our day. For the last
few hundred years clay has been poured into the governments of
the world. Clay represents all those forces of lawlessness which are
trying to tear down whatever the law-abiding man can build. Clay
represents Bolshevism, Communism, anarchy.
I wonder if you are asking yourself the question: How was Daniel
able to predict more than 2500 years ago, with such accuracy, the
events which have since taken place? Well, there is only one answer
to this: the Spirit of God enabled him to do so. It is as though a
telescope had been put to Daniel's eye, a telescope which permitted
him to look down through the centuries and see what was to come
to pass. And the Sfirit c:i. God gave him ability to describe accurately
the rise and fall o nations, and the events which history confirms.
You will note I have said that Gentile dominion is to run its course
in the form of four empires. You will remember that the feet c:i. the
image are composed partly of iron and partly of clay, and that the legs
of iron in the image represent the Roman Empire. That empire,
though at present non-existent, has not yet come to an end. The ten
toes that grow out of the legs of the image represent ten kings, as we
will learn when we come to chapter 7. These ten kings are going
to £am a confederacy which will have as its territory the portion
once occupied by the old Roman Empire. This empire first existed
as an undivided empire and later in the form of the eastern and
western empires as represented by the two legs. Still later, these
empires were broken up by the Goths and Vandals and divided into
the European nations. These nations have been for hundreds of
years warring naticns, each seeking to destroy the other. The Word
of Gxl tdls us that after the church has been taken away, those warring
nations now occupying the country of the old Roman Empire are
going to form a great confederacy, consisting of ten kings, represented
by the ten toes of the image, and that there will arise a man to rule
them who will be the last Caesar, as it were. The Word of God tells
us that this last Caesar will be the Antichrist. He will not appear
until after the church has been translated.
It is a significant thing that the would-be world rulers have had
as one of their ambitions the revival of the old Roman Empire.
Napoleon had that ambition. Mussolini has set his hand to that task.
Ambitious rulers do not realize, however, that the revival of the
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The names of the three empires that were to arise successively
after the fall of the Babylonian empire, (which empires are here
represented by the silver, the brass, and the iron), are given in other
portions of scriprure. For we read in chapter 5 that after the downf:all
of Babylon the Med~Persian empire came into existence, and in
chapter 7 that after this empire had continued for several hundreds
of years, the Grecian empire, under the leadership of Alexander the
Great, became the mistress of the world. Greece, in turn, was over
thrown; and fifty years before the birth of our Lord the Roman empire
came into existence and continued in power during the time the Son
d. God was on earth. All of this is confirmed by secular history and is
just one more confirmation of the fact that the Bible is indeed the
Word of God.
Daniel's interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream reveals the
fact that Gentile dominion is to run its course in the form of four
world empires:
Babylon, represented by the head of gold;
Med~Persia, represented by the breast and arms of silver;
Greece, represented by the belly and thighs of brass; and
Rome, represented by the legs of iron.
Before we consider the feet of the image, and the f:alling stone,
I want you to note the lesson the Spirit of God intends to convey by
the metals and their manner of use. You will note that the most
valuable metal was at the head, and that each succeeding metal was
of a baser kind :
GoLD
SILVER

BllAss
IRON

Cuv
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Roman Empire will not take place until after God has taken the church
out of the world. And surely, my friends, all signs point to the
imminence of that glorious event!
How will Gentile dominion end? Let us turn to Daniel 2:44-45:

feet Monarch though she was, she instinctively rose to honor Him,
as the grand chorus rang out:

"And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven
set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed: and the
kingdom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break
in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand
for ever.
"Forasmuch as thou sawest that the stone was cut out of
the mountain without hands, and that it brake in pieces the
iron, the brass, the clay, the silver, and the gold; the great God
hath made known to the king what shall come to pass here
after: and the dream is certain, and the interpretation thereof
sure.."

May God hdp us to realize that all honor is due Him, who died
that we might live. May we give Him the adoration that is His duel

"For the Lord God omnipotent reigneth;
King of Kings, and Lord of Lords!"

''The stone . . . cut out of the mountain without hands .
In many places in the Word of God the Lord Jesus is referred to as a
stone. We find such a reference in Isa. 8:14, 28:16, and other places.
Nineteen hundred years ago He was the rejected stone. Now that re
jected Stone sits at the right hand of God. The stone, Daniel says, "was
cut out of the mountains without hands." A mountain in the Bible
represents a kingdom. Herc the reference is to the kingdom of
Judah from which Christ came. The cutting out of the stone without
hands speaks to us of His marvelous birth as "seed of the woman,"
born of a Virgin, without a human father. And one day He will
come as "King of kings and Lord of lords." As the stone in
Nebuchadnezzar's dream "smote the image" and "became a great
mountain, and filled the whole earth," so shall the Son of God, who
was rejected 1900 years ago, return to this earth as "King of kings
and Lord of lords." With His coming all earthly governments shall
pass away, the dominion of the Gentiles shall come to an end, and
He shall be all in all, His kingdom stretching over the whole earth!
Thus Nebuchadnezzar was given to sec the "Times of the Gentiles"
from beginning to the end.
My dear brother, arc you ready to meet the Lord? Do you know
Christ as your personal Saviour? Or arc you among those who
cry, "We will not have this man to rule over us?" Let us all humble
oursclvcs, fall at His feet, and put our trust in His redeeming grace,
lest we be among those who shall be swept away as chaff when He
shall return.
During the reign of Queen Victoria, Handel's Messiah was being
rendered at the Crystal Palace in London. When the great Hallelujah
Chorus was reached, the audience rose to its feet. To the astonishment
of everyone, the Queen, contrary to all royal custom, rose also to her
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CHAPTER III
The Fiery Furnace and the Faithful Three

C

3 to 6 arc typical chapters foreshadowing the moral
features of the Gentile Dominion, especially in the time of the
end. The events related in these chapters took place at the beginning
of the Times of the Gentiles and arc recorded in this great prophetical
book because they forecast what the Antichrist will do to the Jewish
nation during the time of the end.
In Chapter 3, we have the account of the setting up of the Golden
Image, and the miraculous preservation of the three Hebrew children,
who represent the Jewish remnant, in the midst of the fiery furnace.
This foreshadows the marvelous preservation of the faithful Jewish
remnant during the time of the end, when the image of Revelation
13 is set up. There is undoubtedly some significance to be attached
to the strange similarity between the Golden Image of Nebuchad
nezzar and the "image of the beast" referred to in Revelation 13,
which is to be set up in the dosing hours of the Gentile dominion.
In the Olivet Discourse we find a reference to that terrible time by our
Lord, who, in answer to the disciples' question, "What shall be the
sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?", said:
THE GOLDEN IMAGE IN THE PLAIN OF DURA AND THE
CASTING OF THE THREE HEBREW CHILDREN
INTO THE FIERY FURN ACE
Foreshadomng the Preservation of the Faithful Jeuish Remnant when
the Image of Revelation 13 is set up in the Latter Tinui (MATr. 24 :15-24;
REV. 13:11-18).

HAPTERs

"When ye therefore shall sec the abomination of desola
tion, spoken of by Danid the prophet, stand in the holy
place • • • Then let them which be in Judea flee into the
mountains • • • For then shall be great tribulation, such
as was not since the beginning of the world to this time. no,
nor ever shall be." (Matt. 24:15-16, 21.)

To the same period the Apostle John refers in Revelation 13:15,
"..• as many as would not worship the image of the beast should
be killcd.";and the Apostle Paul says of it,
". • • • he as God sittcth in the temple of God, shewing
himsdf that he is God ••• whom the Lord shall consume
with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the
brightnc5S of his coming." (2 Thcss. 2:4, 8.)

Let us sec now how this third chapter of Daniel foreshadows
these events of the End-time.
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Nebuchadnezzar'• Image
"Nebuchadnezzar, the king, made an image of gold
whose height was threescore cubits, and the breadth thereof.
six cubits: he set it up in the plain d Dura, in the province
of Baby~n.
Then Nebuchadnezzar the Icing sent to gather together
the princes. the governors, and the captains, the judges, the
treasurers, the oounscllors, the sheriffs, and all the rulers d
the provinces, to oome to the dedication of the image which
Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up.
Then the princes, the govcrnon, and captains, the judges,
the treasurers, the oounsdlors, the shcrills, and all the rulers
of the provinces, were gathered together unto the the dedica
tion d the image that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up:
and they stood before the image that Nebuchadnezzar had
set up.
Then an herald cried aloud, To you it is commanded, O
people, nations, and languages.
That at what time ye hear the sound of the cornet, Bute,
harp, sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye
fall down and worship the golden image that Nebuchad
nezzar the Icing hath set up:
And whoso fallcth not down and worshippcth, shall the
same hour be ca.st in10 the midst of a burning fiery furnace."
(VV. 1-6.)

The proportions of this image would indicate that it was in the form
of a man, in all probability a reproduction of the image which
Nebuchadnezzar had seen in his dream. Daniel had told Nebuchad
nezzar that the head of gold represented him, but here we find that
the image set up on the plain of Dura was made entirely of gold. In
this Nebuchadnezzar not only manifests his pride and selfishness,
but illustrates the characteristics of Gentile world dominion. Quoting
from "The Wonderful Word":
"The correspondence and contrast between the Great Image of the
second chapter and the Great Image of the third chapter of Daniel
arc. very apparent. The former was seen by the King in. a Vision
while he dreamed; the latter was the product of his own devisings.
The Vision was from God; the Image set up on the plain of Dura
was from man. In the Image of chapter 2, God had told Nebuchad
nezzar what should come to pass. In the Image of chapter 3 Net>
uchadnezzar replied to God that man had plans of his own, which
did not agree with Jehovah's program. God had said, 'Babylon shall
be sovereign over the whole Earth, she is the golden head of the
Image; but she shall have an end; Babylon must give way to Medo
Persia, and Grcccc, and Rome, and finally to the Kingdom of the
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Son cl. Man.' To this Babylon's king replies that Babylon was not
content to lead the procession; she must be the whole procession. She
was ntt satisfied to be the head merely; she must comprise the whole
body. If it were a good thing to have the head of gold, why not make
the whole of gold? If it were desirable to begin with Babylon, why
not let Babylon continue. Where was the need of inferior Kingdoms
to follow Babylon? Let Babylon with her golden glory, go on to the
end of time!
Thus it is seen that the spirit of Antichrist was already in the
World, setting itself forth in opposition to the eternal purpose of God
-the mystery of iniquity already working. This is the principle of
Babylon, from beginning to end. From Nimrod and the Babel
builders down to the Wilful King of the End Time, the blasphemous
and rebellious system is ever hurling defiance into the face of God, ·
whether from the throne of the Chaldees or from the throne of Saint
Peter, f:alsdy so-called.
And the defiance is none the less real and none the less abhorrent
to God because it is so often veiled under the pretense of piety.
Nebuchadnezzar had just finished saying that Daniel's God was a
God of gods and a Lord of Kings, when he set about to rear his
abominable idol in the plain of Dura and force the World to worship
it. There is nothing so detestable in God's sight as a pretense of
religion, in the absence of reality. Babylon is hateful in His sight,
whether it appear as a beautiful Colossus of gold, rearing its lofty
head above the Chaldean plain, or a despicable harlot, sitting upon
the Beast and having in her hand a golden cup full of abominations
and filthiness.''
.
There is something very interesting to note about the proportions
d. the image. We read that it was sixty cubits in height and six
cubits in breadth. Six is the number of man. The sixes in the
dimensions of Nebuchadnezzar's golden image point onward to that
one whose number is 666.
One of the sixes is missing in Nebuchadnezzar's Image, possibly
for the reason that the rebellious system was yet to be fully developed.
Siz is the number of human incompletencss-si.r days shall man
work; the seventh is God's day and seven is the number of complete
ness. Si.r is always short of seven, as Nebuchadnezzar's Image was
short d. the Vision God had given him, and Antichrist's counter
feiting d. divine things must always fail to deceive at least the dcct
of God. No man was given a choice in regard to worshipping the
image. It was either worship or the burning, fiery furnace.
I wonder if we can visualize the scene which took place on the
pain d. Dura on that day which was set for worship ci. the image?
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In the distance stood the image of gold, dazzling in the sunlight. A
long procession of priests from the temple ci. Bel, their solemn ritual
adding to the impressiveness of the scene, wound their way slowly
across the plain. There fell on the car the clear notes of the cornet,
then the more gentle harp, the Bute, and the psaltery were sounded,
until the air was filled with music; and as the notes rang out, all the
people fell down and bowed before the image which the king had
set up. What a spectacle that must have been! What a scene well
calculated to appeal to the eye and the emotions, stirring the souls of
men until they gave to a graven image the worship which belonged
to God!

oomc what may. How we need that type of Christian today! The
policy of so many in this day is, "When in Rome, do as the Romans
do"; but that was not the policy of the early Christians. They died
for their faith.
There is a story told of a Roman emperor who had a Coliseum
built by a skillful Greek architect. When the edifice was completed,
the emperor gave a great performance in the Coliseum in honor of
the young architect. There were all kinds of sports. At last two
doors were orcncd and those sitting in the comfortable scats saw a
little band o Christian prisoners enter the arena from one of. the
openings. At the same time, from the other door, hungry lions
entered, tossing their heads as they came bounding out into the open.
The emperor rose to his feet, saying, ''The coliseum is done, and
this gathering is here for the purpose of honoring the young
architect who designed it. And now we shall sec the fate of those
who dare to preach Christianity!" To the surprise of everyone,
the young architect sprang to his feet, his face white, his voice
trembling with feeling, and shouted out, "I also am a Christian I" And
he went to join those who were so bravely giving their lives for the
Faith. It is to men of that type that we owe the preservation of the
Word of God, and the privilege of reading and studying it openly
and unafraid! May God grant that we too, may stand unabashed
and unafraid when the testing times come!

The Faithful Three
But no! All people did not fall down and worship the image.
We read the following:
"There arc certain Jews, whom thou hast set over the
affairs of. the province of. Babylon, Shadrach, Mcshach, and
Abcdncgo: these men, 0 king, have not regarded thee; they
serve not thy gods, nor worship the golden image which
thou hast set up.
Then Nebuchadnezzar, in his rage and fury, commanded
to bring Shadrach, Mcshach, and Abcdnego. Then they
lrought these men before the king." (VV. 12-13.)

In spite of the fact that princes, governors, captains, judges, and
dignitaries of every kind bowed the knee to the Image; in spite of
the dire threat to cast rebels against the king's decree into the fiery
furnace, there yet were those who refused to yield their right to
worship their God.
Those three men were Daniel's friends, Shadrach, Mcshach, and
Abedncgo. They had purposed in their hearts at the very beginning
that they would not defile themselves with the king's meat, and now
they refused to defile themselves by bowing the knee to an idol, for
they had not forgotten the first commandment, "Thou shalt have no
other gods before me"; nor the second, "Thou shalt not bow down
thyself to them, nor serve them." When it came to a choice between
the word of the king and the Word of God, it did not take them long
to decide whose voice they would follow.
Nebuchadnezzar, in his rage, sent for the three Hebrew children.
He offered to give them another opportunity, warning them that
unless they bowed the knee, they would be cast into the fiery furnace.
But these three men were not like the compromisers of the present
day-they had determined to live for God and follow His Word,
[ 26]

The Miraculous Preservation
"Nebuchadnezzar spake and said unto them, Is it true,
0 Shadrach, Mcshach, and Abcdnego, do not ye serve my
gods, nor worship the golden image which I have set up?
Now, if ye be ready, that at what time ye bear the sound
of. the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer, and
all kinds of music, ye fall down and worship the image which
I have made, well: but if ye worship not, ye shall be cast
the same hour into the midst of. a burning fiery furnace: and
who is that God that shall deliver you out of my hands?
Shadrach, Mcshach, and Abednego answered and said to
the king, 0 Nebuchadnezzar, we arc not careful to answer
thee in this matter.
If it be so, our God, whom we serve, is able to ddiver us
from the burning fiery furnace; and he will deliver us out of.
thine hand, 0 king.
But if not, be it known unto thee, 0 king, that we will
not serve thy gods, nor worship the golden image which thou
hast set up.
Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, and the form of
his visage was changed against Shadrach, Mcshach, and
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Abednego: therefore, he spake, and commanded that they
should heat the furnace one seven times more than it was
wont to be heated.
And he commanded the most mighty men that were in
his army to bind Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego: and to
cast them into the burning fiery furnace.
Then these men were bound in their coats, their hosen,
and their hats, and their other garments, and were cast into
the midst of the burning fiery furnace.
Therefore because the king's commandment was urgent,
and the furnace exceeding hot, the flame of the fire slew those
men that took up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.
And these three men, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego,
fell down bound into the midst of the burning fiery furnace.
Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was astonished, and
rose up in haste, and spake, and said unto his counsdlors,
Did not we cast three men bound into the midst of the fire?
They answered and said unto the king, True, O king.
He answered and said, Lo, I see four men loose, walking
in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt; and the form
of the fourth is like the Son of God.
Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of the
burning fiery furnace, and spake, and said, Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego, ye servants of the most high God, come
forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego came forth of the midst of the fire." (VV. I 4-26.)

Nebuchadnezzar was raging and in his rage commanded that
the furnace be heated seven times hotter than was customary. So
hot was it that the soldiers who cast the Hebrew children into the
furnace were consumed. And then the king, looking into the furnace,
beheld a strange thing: he saw the men loose, walking in the midst
of the furnace. That in itself was enough to fill him with fear, but
he also saw a fourth Being, who he said was "like the Son of God,"
walking with them! It was enough to strike fear to the stoutest
heart. Long before, God had assured His people that "when thou
walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall the
Bame kindle upon thee." (Isa. 43:2.) And in this miraculous preser
vation of the three faithful Jews, we see a fulfilment of that promise.
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for the faithful Jewish remnant in the time of the end. The Word
ofGod teaches that after the church has been caught away, there
shall arise in Europe a man who shall consolidate the European
nationsand mould them into a confederacy upon the territory of
be the
"beast," the
the ancient Roman Empire. This man will
"superman" to whom the devil will give power and authority. He
will be represented by the false prophet, his representative, in the land
of Palestine, just as Caesar was nineteen hundred years ago in the
Pilate. He will make a covenant with Israel, which
person of Pontius
shall cover
a period known as the seventieth week of Daniel. We
shall learn more of that later. In the midst of the week, the covenant
will be broken, and the image of Revelation 13 will be set up and
men will be commanded to worship. Those who refuse to worship
will be killed or starve. The image which shall be set up has been
called by our Lord "the abomination of desolation. With its setting
up will come the Great Tribulation.
Just as the three Hebrew Children refused to bow down and
worship Nebuchadnezzar's image and were therefore cast into the
fiery furnace, so will the faithful Jewish remnant (of which these
were a type), refuse to worship or acknowledge the claims of the great
Satan-inspired usurper. Because of their refusal they shall be cast
into the "furnace" of the Great Tribulation. But " ... behind the
dim unknown, standeth God within the shadows, keeping watch
above His own," and He will not desert them. He will watch over
them and preserve them, and not one hair of their heads will be hurt.
My friend, we can afford to trust God. While this chapter has
direct application to the period of tribulation there are practical lessons
for the people of every dispensation to learn. We too have our trials
but we have a God who is a very present help m time of trouble.
If any of us today are in the fiery furnace of aflliction, we can put
our trust in Him, resting assured that the furnace experience will
soon pass away. Through it God will work out the glory of His
own Son, and for us there shall be " . . . a far more exceeding and
eternal weight of glory."

The Application
But one may well ask: What is the meaning of all this, and why
is this incident recorded in the Book of Daniel, the book which has
to do with the rise and fall of empires and with the character, course,
and consummation of the Times of the Gentiles?
We can see in this event a foreshadowing of what God shall do
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CHAPTER IV
The Tree Vision and Nebuchadnezzar's Imanity

I

oull study of the third chapter, attention was called to the fact
that we have in chapters three to six the setting forth of the moral
and rdigious aspects of the ''Times of the Gentiles," especially at the
time ci the end. In chapter 4 we have recorded the second strange
dream of Nebuchadnezzar, ''The Tree Vision," and the account of
his insanity and subsequent restoration, all of which is a fore
shadowing of the pride, madness, and downfall of Gentile power in
the time of the end, and the restoration of certain Gentile nations
which shall enter the millennial reign of Christ.
N

THE TREE VISION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR
Nebuchadnezzar's Pride, Madness and Restoratio1t; Foreshadowi1'g the
Pnde, and Madness of the Natfons in The Latter Time (lsA. 60 :12-16).
-And The Salvation and Blessing of some Gentile Nations (REV.
7 :13-17).

"Nebuchadnezzar the king, unto all people, nations,
and language.s, that dwell in all the earth: Peace be multiplied
unto you.
I thought it good to shew the signs and wonders that the
high God hath brought toward me.
How great are his signs! and how mighty are his wondenl
his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and his dominion
is from generation to generation.
I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house, and Bour
ishing in my palace:
I saw a dream which made me afraid, and the thoughts
upon my bed and the visions of. my head troubled me."
(VV. 1-5.)

From the verses quoted above, we learn that Nebuchadnezzar
himself gave the account of the tree vision. These verses, coupled
with verses 36 and 37, justify the conclusion that some have reached
that Nebuchadnezzar became a worshipper of Jehovah in the true
sense of faith as a result of his experience. We realize afresh the
wonder of the miracles of grace which God performs in human lives
as we study the life ci Nebuchadnezzar, a proud and haughty
monarch, and sec how he was brought low only to be lifted up again
and the honor and glory of his kingdom restored to him.
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The Dream
"Therefore made I a decree to bring in all the wise men
of Babylon before me, that they might make known unto
me the inti:rprctation of the dream.
Then came in the magicians, the astrologers, the Cbal
dcans, and the soothsayers: and I told the dream before
them: but they did not make known unlD me the intcrpn:
tation thereof.
But at the last Danid came in before me, whose name was
Bdtcsbazzar, according to the name of my god, and in whom
is the spirit of the holy gods: and \icforc him I told the
dream, saying,
0 Bdtcsbazzar, masti:r of the magicians, because I know
that the spirit of the holy ~ds is in tbcc, and no secret
troubleth thee, tell me the v1Sions of my dream that I have
seen, and the interpretation thereof.
Thus were the visions of mine head in my bed: I saw,
and, behold a tree in the midst of the earth, and the height
thereof was great.
The tree grew, and was strong, and the height thereof
reached unto heaven, and the sight thereof to the end of all
the earth.
The leaves thereof were fair, and the fruit thereof much,
and in it was meat for all: the beasts cl. the field bad shadow
under it, and the fowls of the heaven dwelt in the boughs
thereof, and all flesh was fed of it.
I saw in the visions of my head upon my bed, and,
behold, a watcher and an holy one came down from heaven;
He cried aloud and said thus, Hew down the tree, and cut
off his branches, shake off his leaves, and scatter his fruit;
let the beasts get away from under it, and the fowls from bis
branches.
Nevertheless, leave the stump of his roots in the earth,
even with a band of iron and brass, in the tender grass of
the fidd; and let it be wet with the dew of heaven, and let
his portion be with the beasts in the grass of the earth:
Let his heart be changed from man's, and let a beast's
heart be given unto him; and let seven times pass over him.
This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the
demand by the word of the holy ones; to the intent that the
living may know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom
of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, and settcth up
over it the basest of men." (VV. 6 17.)
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voice commanding that the tree be hewn down, its branches cut off,
and its fruit scattered. However, the stump was to be left in the
earth with a band of brass and iron.

The Interpretation
When Nebuchadnezzar had finished relating his dream to Daniel,
he commanded him to "declare the interpretation thereof." Then
Daniel, we arc told, was "astonicd for one hour," after which he
interpreted the dream. In the interpretation, he told Nebuchadnezzar
that the tree represented him in all his greatness and power and
dominion. (V. 30.) But because of his vanity and pride, he was to
be hewn down, as it were, driven from men, and his dwelling was
to be with the beasts of the field until he had learned the lesson which
God wanted to teach him, " . . . that the most High rulcth in the
kingdom of men, and giveth to whomsoever he will." (V. 25.)
"All this came upon King Nebuchadnezzar," as God had said.
At the end of twelve months as he walked in the palace of the
"Kingdom of Babylon" he boastfully said, "Is not this great Babylon,
that I have built •.. by the might of my power, and for the honour of
my majesty."
While he was yet speaking a voice from heaven said, "O King
Nebuchadnezzar, to thee is spoken: The Kingdom is departed from
thee."

Then was "fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar" all that the "voice

£ran Heaven" had foretold. (VV. 32 33.) That God's dealings with
Nebuchadnezzar were not in vain, we learn from the 37th verse:
"Now I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and honour the
King of heaven, all whose works arc truth, and his ways

judgment: and those that walk in pride be is able to abase."

The Significance of the Tree in Prophecy

In his dream Nebuchadnezzar saw a tree which reached into
the heavens. It gave shelter amid its wide spreading branches to the
birds of the air and afforded a shady resting place for the beasts of
the field. As he looked upon the tree, Nebuchadnezzar saw "an
holy one" come down from heaven, and heard him cry with a loud

Not only was the vision of the tree a prediction of what was to
bcfull Nebuchadnezzar, but it gives to us a foreshadowing of God's
dealings with the Gentile nations of the earth which the tree, prophet
ically speaking, represents. In Isaiah 5 we find that the n~tion of
Israel is described as a vine, brought out of Egyix, from which God
had vainly expected good fruit and reaped nothing but sour grapes.
Therefore the nation of Israel, because of its failure, was set aside and
the Gentile nations began to flourish until they became as the tree of
Nebuchadnezzar's vision, tall and wide-spreading, reaching "unto the
heaven, and the sight thereof to all the earth." Ezekiel uses the tree
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as a picture of the Assyrian kingdom, Ez. 31 :3; and in Matthew 13,
our Lord uses it as a symbol of the kingdom of heaven as it had
become in the hands of men.
Greatness and pride--how truly these two things characterize the
Gentile nations. Think for a moment of the greatness of Gentile
dominion, of her great cities, her achievements in every line, especially
in science, architecture and invention; of her defense program, with
millions of men under arms and with every conceivable death-dealing
device to use in defense against any attempt at her overthrow. The
secrets of air, land, and sea have been delved into and discovered. Dis
tance between nations has been almost annihilated, and countries have
been brought into proximity as a result of the marvels of scientific
achievement. So great has Gentile dominion become that the average
man feels practically sure that any attempt at its overthrow would fail.
Some time ago I gave an address to a group of business men in the
city of New York. I spoke to them on what God had said concerning
the end of Gentile dominion and the return of the Son of God to the
earth. At the close of the address one of my hearers, a prominent
jurist, took me to the window of the hotel, and pointing to the great
city whose streets and avenues lay before us, and whose huge buildings
reared their heads against the sky; said, "I cannot believe that a civili
zation like this could ever pass away in the manner in which you
have described!" He went on to speak of America's greatness and
the greatness of other Gentile nations and expressed the belief that
Gentile dominion would continue forever. Although I reminded him
of the fact that the earth was covered with the ashes of civilizations
that had forgotten God, he was still incredulous. But Gentile domin
ion will come to an end, just as everything that is not built upon God
and His Anointed will come to an end. What keen disappointment
awaits the godless civilizations-what disaster!
Coupled with the greatness of Gentile dominion is pride and an
independence of God. The feeling which made Nebuchadnezzar say,
"Is not this great Babylon, that/ have built?" is the same spirit which
causes the nations of the world today to ignore God and to deny His
Christ. This will become increasingly evident as the age draws to a
close. Running parallel with the marvelous achievements of recent
years has been a terrible departure from God. The educated, intel
lectual classes are rapidly taking up a form of infidelity which leaves
out God, His Word, and His Son, Jesus Christ. In America alone it
is said that fifty-eight million people never darken the doors of a
church from the beginning of the year to its end. We talk about Gen
tile nations being Christian nations, but they are not. Our land is not
a Christian land: it is pagan. So are the rest of the Gentile nations.
[ 34 ]
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The spirit of recent years, as never before, has been like that of
Nebuchadnezzar, when he said, "Is not this great Babylon, that I
have built!"

The Madness
The madness of Nebuchadnezzar gives us a picture of the Gentile
nations as God sees them, and especially as they will be at the time
of the end. V. 33. Nebuchadnezzar had been elevated to the placeof
an absolute monarch. But that did not prevent his falling to the depths
and becoming as a beast of the field, his hair grown long, his finger
nails like birds claws, and his food the food of the oxen. This presents a picture of the Gentile nations in their departure from God.
Nebuchadnezzar in his intelligence and authority, represents the
truth of Romans 13: 1, "... the powers that be are ordained of God."
But theSpirit of God has also said,
"They that trust in their wealth, and boast themselves in
the multitude of their riches; none of them can by any
means redeem his brother, nor give to God a ransom for
him: ... For he seeth that wise men die, likewise the fool
and the brutish person perish, and leave their wealth to
others. Their inward thought is that their houses shall
continue
for ever, and their dwelling places to all generations;
theycall their lands after their own names. Nevertheless
man being in honor abideth not: He is like the beasts that
perish. (Psalm 49:6-7, 10-12.)

All this will befall the Gentile nations, just as the strange madness
seized upon Nebuchadnezzar. That madness has not yet been full
manifested.T he height of insanity will be reached after the church
has been taken, out from among the peoples of the earth, and the
Antichrist, God's great enemy, has been given a place of authority and
made an object of worship. In that day the earth will see the fulfilment of the prophecy in Psalm 2:
"The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers
take counsel together, against the Lord, and against his
anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and cast
away their cords from us." (VV. 2,3.)

What madness! No wonder the Spirit of God, foreseeing it, said,
"He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord
shall havethem in derision. Then shall he speak unto them
in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure." (VV.

4, 5.)
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The Restoration
We have seen how Nebuchadnezzar, after he had learned his
lesson, had his reason restored and his honour and brightness re
turned unto him, and how his lords and counsellors sought him once
again, and he was established in his kingdom-excellent majesty being
added unto him. (V. 36.)
This presents a picture of the saved Gentile nations after Gentile
dominion passes away. During the seventieth week of Daniel, the
faithful Jewish remnant, the 144,000 who will be the real witnesses
of Jehovah (not the Russellites of today) will give the last message
heralding the coming of Jesus Christ as King of kings and Lord of
lords. As a result of that message, a large company of Gentiles will be
saved and enter into the kingdom of Christ. These are the sheep na
tions of Matthew 25, to whom the Lord will say, "Come ye blessed of
my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you." These nations,
saved after the rest of Gentile dominion has passed away, will be like
the restored Nebuchadnezzar. They, too, will lift up their heads
and give praise unto God.

The Stump
These saved Gentile nations are also typified by the stump which
was left in the earth when the tree was cut down. (V. 23.) While the
cutting down of the tree itself represents the passing of Gentile domin
ion, the fact that the stump was allowed to remain in the earth speaks
of the saved Gentile nations that will enter the millennial reign of
Christ. These nations, as already shown, will be saved as a result of
the testimony of the faithful Jewish remnant which will preach the
gospel of the Kingdom. The gospel of the Kingdom is not the gospel
of grace which we preach today. The gospel of grace offers to man
sonship, and makes those who receive it members of the church, the
Body of Christ. The gospel of the Kingdom, as it was preached by
John the Baptist and by Christ Himself until He was rejected, will be
revived and preached again by the Jewish remnant-after the church
has been taken away. (See Matt. 24:14.) That gospel makes no such
offer as the gospel of grace makes.
After the church has been translated, God will seal the 144,000,
according to Revelation 7, and these will be His witnesses during the
seventieth week of Daniel. They will preach, "Repent, for the king
dom of heaven is at hand." A great multitude of Gentiles will hear
their message and receive it. These Gentiles will not come out of the
so-called Christian nations. Christendom-false Christendom-will
[ 36 J
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be handed over to strange delusions and will receive the Antichrist
and out of it will come the "scarlet woman." (Rev. 17.) There will be
no offer of salvation to false Christendom. The gospel of the Kingdom will be preached in the nations which we know as the heathen
nations; China, India, Japan and others; and as a result of that preaching a great multitude will respond and will be saved becoming citizens of the
millennial kingdom.These nations will be like Nebuchadnezzarafter his madness passed. They will lift their faces to "praise
and extol and honour the King of heaven!"
My friend, we are hearing the gospel of the grace of God today-"For by grace are ye saved through faith and that not of yourselves:
It is the gift of God." (Eph. 2:8.)
Donot be deceived into believing
there will be another chance after this age is over. God's message
to us is, "Behold,NOW is the accepted time." Those who are unsaved
at the time of the Tribulation, will be swept away by the "strange
delusion" which God will sendupon all thosewho haverejected His
grace. What a wonderful salvation is being offered today in the gospel of the grace of God! Why not accept Jesus Christ NOW, (if you
donot know Him) as your Saviour and Lord, and thus become a
child of God, a member of the Body of Christ, an heir of God and
joint-heir with Jesus Christ!
tion."

..."Howshall we escape, if we neglect so GREAT salva(Heb. 2:3.)
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CHAPTER V
Belshazzar'• Feat-Typical of the Revelry Which Shall
Accompany Gentile Dominion at the
Tone of the F.nd

C

oMING now to the fifth chapter of Daniel, we find set fonh an
account of certain events which marked the closing scenes of the
Babylonian empire. The city of Babylon at that time was the greatest
city in the world, and in some respects the greatest city the world has
ever seen. It was surrounded by walls so high and so broad, it is said
by historians, that some three or four chariots could ride abreast on
the top. Ponderous gates of solid brass guarded the entrances to
the city, which was laid out in beautiful grounds and parks, and history
tells us that great hanging gardens rose, tier upon tier, until they
~ached the height of the w~.11 itself. Within the city were two great
palaces and the temple of Bel where the "queen of the heavens"
was worshipped and the mystery religions practiced. The River
Euphrates ran through the city under the walls, and on it the people
depended for their water. Yet in spite of its beauty and wealth,
Babylon was a city in which vice reigned sup~mc. To the people,
vice was vinuc, and every form of wickedness and sin was indulged in.
THE FEAST OF BELSHAZZAR AND THE WRITING ON All the mysteries of ancient astrology were practiced in the great
THE WALL-BABYLON OVERTHROWN
temple d Bel. And seated on the throne was Belshazzar, a man of
Foreshadowing the Sensuality and Revelry of Gentile Nations and tlit profligate character, sensual and selfish. As we begin our study of
Overthrow of "Mystical Babylon" (The Scarlet Woman) in the Lattn chapter 5, we find it opens with the account of a great feast which
Time (MA'IT. 24:37-39; REv. 17-18).
this wicked king made to "a thousand of his lofds," a feast which
degenerated into an orgy of self indulgence. Little did they know
"in the night as they revelled," that even then their doom was
approaching!
The king of Persia, who had besieged Babylon unsuccessfully for
about three months, decided that the on! y way he could enter the city
was by way of the river bed. So he made a new river bed, and turning
the waters of the Euphrates into the new bed, left the original bed
high and dry, affording easy accc.ss into the city for his army.
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The Feut

and the words of that writing were: ''Mcnc, Mcnc, Tckel, Upharsin."
What a silence must have fallen over that company as the Hand ·
wrote its strange and mystic message!

The very night that the Persian Army was turning the waters
of the Euphrates, Belshazzar, all unconscious of what was going on .
outside those walls, was presiding at the feast to his lords. The king
and his princes, his wives and concubines, revelled in unholy mirth
and feasting, praising and worshipping their gods of gold, of silver
and brass, of iron, of wood and stone. What a scene it must have
been! Rich foods, fragrant wines, an atmosphere of sensuality, couped
with their fearful worship of heathen gods. They did not know,
or if they did know they did not care, that an enemy was battering
at their very doors, and that an army was working its way beneath
their walls. Feasts in that day were different to feasts in our day.
They lasted sometimes for two or three weeks. Herodotus tells us
that on the night when the Persian army turned the waters of the
river, all the streets of the city were filled with scenes of riotous revelry.
Adultery was rampant, and the citizens wandered up and down the
streets in a dazed, besotted condition; even the very guards them
selves were drunk on the walls.
And then Belshazzar, in his drunken frenzy, did something that
even his own father would ncvc.r have done. He called for the
sacred vessels-the golden and silver vessels which Nebuchadnezzar
had taken out of the temple in Jerusalem. These vessels had been
preserved through the years. Where Nebuchadnezzar kept them, we
do not know, but he evidently had respect enough for the religious
convictions of the Jews and enough awe to refrain from desecrating
them or putting them to common usage. Now this pro8igatc grand
son of Nebuchadnezzar called for the vessels to be brought forth.
And we arc told in the Word of God that "they brought the golden
vessels . . • and the king and his princes, his wives and his con
cubincs,.drank in them. They drank wine, and praised the gods of
gold, and of silver, of brass, of iron, of wood, and of stone." (Daniel

5:3-4.)
The Handwriting on the Wall

"In the night as they revelled,
In a lordly palace hall,
They weie lilied with consternation,
At the Hand upon the walll "

Shocked and frightened by the supernatural occurrence, Belshazzar
called aloud for the enchanters and the soothsayers and made extrava
gant promises of what he would do for them if they could interpret
the writing on the wall. But alas, they could do nothing for him!
They were just as helpless as he was, just as ignorant of the meaning
of the mysterious message. How could they decipher it, when they
knew nothing of the things of God?
No man's godless friends can help him when he is face to face
with death and eternity. He might gather them around him, and call
on them for aid, but he will go out in loneliness and despair if he
depends on them. Only in the Lord Jesus Christ can one find help in
such an houri
For Belshazzar there was no help from his friends.
'7hen was king Belshazzar greatly troubled, and his
countenance was changed in him, and his lords wtte asto
nied." (V. 9.)

Then the queen mother entered the room. Evidently she had
separated herself from all such revelry. She knew what God had done
for Nebuchadnezzar. She told Belshazzar about Daniel:
"There is a man in thy kingdom, in whom is the spirit
of the holy gods; and in the days of th y fathtt light and
understanding and wisdom, like the wisdom of the gods,
was found in him; whom the king Nebuchadnezzar thy
father, the king, I say, thy f:ather, made masttt of the magi
cians, astrologers, Chaldeans, and soothsayers;
Fora.smuch as ali excellent spirit, and knowledge, and
undttstanding, intttpreting of. dreams, and shewing of. hard
sentences, and dissolving of. doubts, were found in the same
Daniel, whom the king named Bdteshazzar: now let Daniel
be called, and he will shew the interpretation." (VV. II
12.)

Heaven and God can bear with the folly and sin of man to a
certain degree, but there is such a thing as exhausting the patience of
the patient God Himself. When Belshazzar called for the sacred
vessels, his sin reached its height, and just when the revelry was
loudest, there "came forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote over
against the candlestick upon the plaster of the wall of the King's
palace, and the King saw the. part of the hand that wrote" (V. 5);

When Daniel arrived and took his stand before the king, Bel
shazzar asked him:

[ 401
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"Art thou that Danid, which art of. the children of. the
captivity of Judah, whom the king my father brought out of.
Jewry?" (V. 13 .)

live in_ a day when portions of scripture can be bought for a few
'7nts; m ~ day when the very air itself is carrying the gospel of salva
tion, leaving no excuse for those too indifferent or indolent to attend
church. What an uncomfortable position to be in when God calls
men to account for the neglect of His message I
The second indictment was this:

From this question it would seem that the king had never come
in contact with Daniel before. Daniel listened to what the king had
to say. He heard his promises of place and position if he would
intcrp_rct the strange message on the wall. I like the way Daniel
answered him. He did not have the respect for Belshazzar that he
had for his father, Nebuchadnezzar. The latter was worthy of his
respect, but not this profligate son. When Daniel heard the promises
of rich gifts and of high place, he answered him:
"Let thy gifts be to thysclf, a.o d give thy rewards to another;
yet I will read the writing unto the king, and make known
1D him the interpretation." (V. 17.)

What the king promised meant nothing to Daniel. He did not
want his gifts or his honors. We need today a type of preachers
who arc not afraid to speak the truth to rich and poor alike, without
adulterating or softening its stern mandates. Then Daniel brought
upon Bdshazzar three indictments. Notice, won't you, that these
indictments arc for things which God has against Christendom today.
He said:
"O thou king, the most high God gave Nebuchadnezzar
thy father a kingdom, and majesty, and glory, and honour:
And for the majesty that he ga vc him, all people, nations,
and languages, trembled and feared before him : whom he
would be slew; and whom he would he kept alive; and whom
he would he set up; and whom he would he put down.
"But when his heart was lifted up, and his mind hardened
in pride, he was deposed from his kingly throne, and they
100k his glory from him:
And he was driven from the sons of. men; and his heart
was made like the beasts, and his dwelling was with the wild
asses: they fed him with grass like oxen, and his body was
wet with the dew of heaven; till he knew that the most high
God ruled in the kingdom of. men, and that he appoiotcth
over it whomsoever he will.
And thou his son, 0 Belshazzar, hast not humbled thine
heart, though thou koewcst all this." (VV.18-22.)

From these verses we sec that Daniel's first indictment of Bel
shazzar was that God had given him light, and he had not profited
by it. He had seen what God had done for his father, but he had
not humbled himself. If God held Belshazzar responsible for the
ray of light which shone across his pathway, what will He say to men
living in the blaze of light which illuminates the world today? We
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"But hast lifted up thyself against the lDrd of heaven·
and they have brought the vcssds of. his house before thee'
and tho°! an? thy lords, thy wives, and thy concubines, hav~
drunk wtnc m them.''. (V. 23.)

How can we apply this scripture in the light of the teaching found
in the New Testament? How do we desecrate the vessels and the
temple of God? What is the temple of God today? It is not a
building, for God has no material temples in this age. Paul says,
"What, know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost?"
(I Cor. 6:19). And if our body is God's temple, what then arc the
vessels? Our hands, our feet, our voice, our mind, our heart, all of
these arc vessels which we use either for honor or dishonor. When
we go to worldly places, when we think sinful thoughts, when we
reach out for that which is not ours, we arc committing sins, just as
Belshazzar did under the Old Testament dispensation.
The third indictment against Belshazzar was that he
"Praised the gods of brass, iron, wood, and stone, which
sec not! nor hear, nor know: and the God in whose hand thy
breath JS , and whose arc all thy ways, hast thou not glorified."
(V. 54.)

Was that a sin peculiar to Belshazzar's day? Not at all! Men
worship the golden calf today, just as they did in those days. The
quantity of gold one has is of more moment to many people than the
amount of piety. Can it be said of any of us, as it was of Belshazzar,
the "God in whose hand thy breath is, and whose arc all thy ways, hast
thou not glorified?" Compare this statement with the one our Lord
made in the Garden of Gethsemane, when He said "My Father, I have
glorified Thee." Which is true of us?

The Writing Interpreted
Then Daniel began to interpret the handwriting on the wall:
"This iJ the interpretation of the thing: MENE ; God
_hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it
TEKEL; Thou art weighed in the balances, and art
found wanting.
PERES ; Thy kingdom is divided, and given 1D the Mcdcs
and Persians." (VV. 26-28.)
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Neither Daniel nor the king knew that the waters of the Euphrates
had been turned into another river course and that the armies of the
Medcs and Persians were even then entering the city under the walls.
And the poor king, blind to the awful truth, commanded that Daniel
be clothed with scarlet and a chain of gold put about his neck, and a
proclamation made that he should be the third ruler in the kingdom.
But it was true then as now that "man proposes but God disposes," and
"In that night was Belshazzar the king of the Chaldcans slain."
The head of gold had run its course, and there had now come into
being the arms and breasts of silver.

You may not think such a civilization as ours can be overthrown
-but do you suppose Belshazzar dreamed that his mighty empire
would be destroyed? Yct it was-and if you go to the land of
Babylon today, you will find no trace of that beautiful, mad city,
which lies buried beneath the mounds of centuries. The earth is
covered with the wreckage of civilizations that have risen and fallen
because they have forgotten God.
One day this civilization, too, will pass away.
My friend, where will you stand in that day? If you die in your
ans, your doom is certain. If Christ comes and you arc na: saved,
you will go into the Great Tribulation, lost eternally, for there will be
no second chance for you! God's light is shining now upon your
pathway. If you deliberately turn your back upon it and choose to
walk in darkness, that darkness will be your lot forever! I beseech
you, HEAR His voice TODAY, while it is yet time!

The Prophetic Application
There arc three thoughts which come to mind in studying this
story:
First, they were in a frenzy of pleasure, eating and drinking, and
enjoying a false sense of security. But suddenly, in the midst of ap
parent peace, destruction came upon them. God's Word tells us that
Gentile Dominion will end in the same way.
The signs of the end arc multiplying daily, but humanity is blind
to them. Engrossed in a mad search for amusement, men have lost
sight of the inevitable end of it all.
When Paul says that in the last days men shall be lovers of
pleasure mon: than lovers of God, he is not talking about some far.
off place, but about Christendom and professed Christians. The
office receipts of the pleasure houses would be far less if all those
who name the name of Christ stayed away.
The second thought is this: Jesus told His disciples that just prior
to His second coming, there would be eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage. ''Giving in marriage" is a significant state
ment. Marriage is a divine institution, ordained of God. "Giving in
marriage" signifies a looseness of the marriage relationship, a changing
of wives and husbands. Look about you today and sec if that prophey
is not being fulfilled before your very eyes? Twenty-seven percent of
all marriages end in the divorce courts.
The third thought is that just as the downfall of Babylon meant
the end of a great civilization, so will the end of Gentile Dominion
mean the end of a great civilization. Coupled with the downfall of
civilization will be the end of false religions. Docs not the doom
of Babylon foreshadow the doom of Babylon, the harlot, which was
revealed to John and recorded by him in Revelation 17?
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CHAPTER VI
Daniel'• Deliverance from the Lion'• Den

A

s STATED before, chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, while historical, have also
a prophetical significance, in that they arc, in a typical way,
setting forth the moral features of Gentile dominion, particularly at
the time of the end.
In chapter 6, we have the account of Daniel's preservation in the
den of lions, which foreshadows the preservation and deliverance of
the Jewish remnant from the Beasts of Revelation 13 at the time of
the end. In reading this chapter, we note at once that the empire
represented by the head of gold has passed away, and that the Medo
Persian empire, represented by the arms and breast of silver has
attained the dignity of a great world power. One of the first acts
of Darius is set forth in verses 1-3:
"It pleased Darius to set over the kingdom an hundred

and twenty princes, which should be over the whole king
dom ;

DANIEL'S PRESERVATION IN THE DEN OF LIONS
Foreshadowing the Deliverance of the Jewish Remnant from the Beasts
of Revelation 13 in the Time of the End (ZEcs. 13 :8-9; Ja. 30 7;
REV. 12).

And over these three presidents, of whom Danid was
first; that the princes might give accounts unto them, and the
Icing should have no damage."
"'Then this Danid was preferred above the presidents and
princes, because an excellent spirit was in him; and the king
thought to set him over the whole realm.

How Daniel came to occupy such an exalted position at the
court of this Persian monarch we arc not told. God, however, was
behind the scenes, and brought Daniel into favor with the Persian
ruler that he might continue to exercise an influence for God in the
new empire.
It was the Lord, working out His purpose that brought Daniel,
who was now about 86 years of age, into the favor of the king. His
position in the empire was similar to that of a Secretary of State or
Prime Minister. He was the chief, we note, of all the princes and of
the three presidents, and through these men Darius ruled his kingdom.
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The Decree of Darius

will do when he sits" in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is
God'' and is to be worshipped.

It was only natural that Daniel, in his exalted po~i~on, should
become the object of envy and jealousy on ~he part of poht1cal plotters,
and so it came to pass that they sought his downfall. _H?wever, try
as they might, they could obtain no p=oof of any dereliction of ~uty
on his part. He wa~ no grafter.. Hts books co1;1ld stand the light
of any audit. He did not put his hand on a smgle dollar of t!ie
public funds. There was _no "teapot dome scandal" co~nected with
his administration! He lived an open, clean, godly life above reproach.
"Then the presidents and princes sought to find occasion
against Daniel concerning the kingdom; but th_ey could _find
none occasion nor fault; forasmuch as he was faithful, neither
was there any error or fault found in him.
Then said these men, We shall not find any occasion
against this Daniel, except we find it against him concerning
the law of his God." (VV. 4-5.)

And at last, as they compared notes to see what they could find
against him, the only thing they could say was:
". . . We shall not find any occasion against this Daniel, except
we find it against him concerning the law of his God."
How wonderful it would be if a similar statement could be made
by the godless of our day concerning the Christian leaders and pro
fessed followers of Christi
"Then these presidents and princes assembled together to
the king, and said thus unto him, King Darius, live for ever.
All the presidents of the kingdom, the governors, and the
princes, the counsellors, and the captains, have consulted
together to establish a royal statute, and to make a firm de
cree, that whosoever shall ask a petition of any god or man
for thirty days, save of thee, 0 king, he shall be cast into the
den of lions.
Now, 0 kiog, establish the decree, and sign the writing,
that it be not changed, according to the law of the Medes and
Persians, which altereth not.
Wherefore king Darius signed the writing and the decree."

These verses tell us how the presidents and princes went in a body
before the king, and besought him to sign a decree that ". . . who
soever shall ask a petition of any god or man for thirty days, save of
thee, 0 king, he shall be cast into the den of lions."
Darius signed the decree, and it became part of the laws of the
Medes and Persians, "which altereth not."
In this Darius practically placed himself in the position ?f ~e
"man of sin," and his action was but a shadow of what the Antichrist
[ 48]

The Steadfastness of Daniel
When the information concerning the decree reached Daniel, he
did not allow it to disturb him, for we read:
"Now when Daniel knew that the writing
he went into his house: and his windows being
chamber toward Jerusalem, he kneeled upon his
times a day, and prayed, and gave thanks before
he did aforetime." (V. 10.)

was signed,
open in his
knees three
his God, as

What a wonderful trust in God, Daniel displayed! He trusted
Him in all circumstances, and pursued the even tenor of his way as
though no such decree had ever been issued. If anything, it but
brought him closer to the God he loved and worshipped. He did not
try to meet craft with craft, although many a man in a similar position
would have done so. Remember Daniel was a Jew, and belonged to
the most cunning race the world has ever seen. Would it not have
been natural for him to use all the cunning he possessed to outwit
his enemies? But he did no such thing. His weapons were not carnal,
but spiritual, and he believed that the One who delivered his three
brethren from the fiery furnace could deliver him from the power
of Darius' decree. . . .
Please note the fact that "he kneeled
. and prayed, and
gave thanks." The wonderful thing about living for God is that
one is never without a cause for thanksgiving, and however dark
the hour, one can always lift one's heart to God in praise, and say,
"Father, I thank Thee."
And as he knelt, his enemies assembled, and ". . . found Daniel
praying and making supplication before his God." (V. 11.) When
they had seen him, they went before the king, and made their
complaint:
"Then they came near, and spake before the king con
cerning the king's decree: Hast thou not signed a decree,
that every man that shall ask a petition of any god or man
within thirty days, save of thee, 0 king, shall be cast into
the den of lions? The king answered and said, The thing is
true, according to the law of the Medes and Persians, which
altereth not.
Then answered they, and said before the king, That
Daniel, which is of the children of the captivity of Judah, re
gardeth not thee, 0 king, nor the decree that thou hast
signed, but maketh his petition three times a day." (VV. 12,
13.)
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When he had heard them, Darius realized what a fearful mistake
he had made:

YOicc unto Daniel; and the king spake and said to Daniel, 0
Daniel, servant ci. the living God, is thy God, whom thou
servest continually, able 1D ddiver thee from the lions?
Then said Daniel unto the king, 0 king, live for ever.
My God hath sent his angel, and hath shut the lion's
mouths, that they have not hurt me: forasmuch as before him
innocmcy was found in me; and also before thee, 0 king,
have I done no hurt.
Then was the king exceeding glad for him, and com
manded that they should take Danid up out of the den. So
Daniel was taken up out ci. the den, and no manner of hurt
was found upon him, because he bdieved in his God.
And the king commanded, and they brought those men
which had accused Danid, and they cast them into the den of
lions, them, their children, and their wives; and the lions had
the mastery ci. them, and brake all their bones in piec.es or
ever they came at the bottom ci. the den." (VV. 18-24.)

"Then the king, when he heard these words, was sore
displeased with himsdf, and set his heart on Danid to deliver
him; and he laboured till the going down of. the sun to de
liver him." (V. 14.)

But alas for Darius, there was no escape from the predicament!
For, as Daniel's enemies reminded him,
"Know, 0 king, that the law of the Medes and Persians
is, That no decree nor statute which the king cstablisheth
may be changed." (V. 15.)

Herein was one of the differences between the head of gdd and
the breast and arms of silver. Nebuchadnezzar, you will remember,
was all-powerful, and "whom he would, he slew, and whom he
would, he kept alive." But oo such authority was given Darius. He
was bound by the law of the Mcdcs and Persians as surely as the
weakest subject in his kingdom. In this we sec the dctcrioratim in
governmental power, just as silver is inferior to gold.
But although the king could not raise a finger to avert the penalty
which was about to descend upon Daniel, the prophet was not afraid.
There was no tremor in his voice as he stood before his accusers. He
denied not, and therefore he was cast into the den of lions and the
door was shut with a stone and the king scaled it with his own signet:
"Then the king commanded, and they brought Daniel

and cast him into the den of lions. Now the king spake and
said unto Danid, Thy God, whom thou servcst continually,
he will deliver thee.
And a stone was brought, and laid upon the mouth ci. the
den; and the king sealed it with his own signet, and with the
signet of his lords, that the pur_poge might not be changed
concerning Danid," (VV. 16, 17.)

The Detiverance of Daniel
Darius was most unhappy, and passed the night fasting. He could
not sleep, nor would he allow any instruments of music to be played
before him.
"Then the king went to his palace, and passed the night
fasting: neither were instruments ci. music brought before
him: and his sleep went from him.
Then the king arose very early in the morning, and went
in haste unto the den of lions.
And when he came to the den, he cried with a lamentable
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In these verses we sec how God miraculously preserved His
faithful servant. Darius arose early in the morning, and when he
came to the den, he cried out to Daniel:
"O Daniel ... is thy God ... able to deliver thee from the
lions?"
What joy must have been his as he heard Daniel's voice in reply:
"O king, live for ever."
No wonder the king was "exceeding glad" and issued quick
commandment that Daniel should be brought out of the lion's den.
Then those who had so unjustly conspired against Daniel themselves
received the fate they had intended for him, and were cast into the
den of lions.
Danid's deliverance came because he was faithful to the living
God.
The Prophetical Significance of the Story
But one may ask, why is this story in a book which has to do
with the course, the character, and the consummation of the times
of the Gentiles?" Let us sec if we cannot make this clear.
After the church age is over, God will take up Israel again and
deal with them as a nation, and it is then that the 70th week of
Daniel will begin to run its course. At that time there will arise
in Europe the man whose portrait is given on many pages of the
Word of God. He is the Antichrist, the beast, the great persecutor
Israel. The return of the children of Israel to Palestine is described
in many portions of Scripture. Take for instance Isaiah 11: 11-13:

«

shall

"And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord
set his hand again the second time to recover the n:m-
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nant al. his people, w bich shall be left, from Assyria, and frcm
Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elam,
and from Sbinar, and from Hamatb, and from the islands
ci tbc sea.
And be shall set up an ensign for the nations, and shall
assemble tbc outcasts of Israel, and gather together the dis
persed of Judah from the four corners of tbc earth.
The envy also ci Ephraim shall depart, and tbc adver
saries al. Judah shall be cut off: Ephraim shall not CDVy
Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraim."

You can afford to trust Him for He never fails. Hear His gra
cious words:
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is
stayed on Thee: because be trusteth in Thee. Trust ye in the
LORD forever: for in the LORD JEHOVAH is cverlastina
StrCDgtb.'' (Isa. 26:3, 4.)

Also in Ezekiel we find portions foretelling this great regathering.
The Antichrist will be the head of the revived Roman empire.
He will make a covenant with Israel for seven years. In the midst
of the seven years (which are known as Daniel's Seventieth Week)
he will break it. The covenant will guarantee to the Jewish people
nationality and religious liberty . . Remember that the church will
have been translated when all this takes place. The covenant will
be observed by the Beast for three and one-half years. He will
then break it, will exalt himself as God, will cause the sacrifice to
cease and will persecute to the death those who refuse him allegiance.
There will be in the world at that time a godly Jewish remnant,
represented by Daniel. They are the 144,000 of Revelation 7,-12,000
from each tribe. They will be the witnesses in the end-time and
will set themselves against the decree of the Antichrist, even as
Daniel set himself against the decree of Darius. There will then
ensue "the time of Jacob's trouble" and such persecution as the
world has never seen. The two Beasts of Revelation 13-the last
Caesar and the false prophet who will represent him in Palestine-
will seek to destroy the faithful witnesses of Jehovah. However,
their diabolical iniquity will come to naught, for God will be on the
side of His people and will deliver them from the fury of the Beast.
My friends, we have a wonderful God!
While the verses we have been quoting refer primarily to the
faithful Jewish remnant during the time of their trouble, yet during
this dispensation we may take comfort from them. We are His
children, and the sheep of His pasture, and His Word tdls us that
if a sparrow falleth not to the ground without His notice, how much
more will He care for us I
These are trying times, and worse times are before us. Put your
trust in the living God if you expect to have peace and freedom from
torturing worry, for He who watched over Daniel in the den of
lions, is the only one who can give you a tranquil mind and heart in
the midst of the perplexities and problems which face us on every
hand.
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CHAPTER VII
Daniel's Vision of the Four Beaab

T

DANIEL'S VISION OF THE FOUR BEASTS
The Lion with Eagle's Wings--representing Babylon.
The Bear with Three Ribs between his Teeth representing Media-Persia.
The Beast Like a Leopard--representing Greece.
The Beast with 1nm Teeth representing Rome, (The Ten Horns, the
revived Roman Empire; the Little Horn, the Antichrist.)

HIS chapter should be read in connection with chapter two. Both
arc similar in many respects. In chapter two Gentile world
dominion is seen from the standpoint of the natural man, typified by
Nebuchadnezzar; consequently he saw an e>..'ternal view of Gentile
world power in the form or image of a man, noble and stately and
splendid. Daniel, on the other hand, was a spiritual man, a servant
of the Lord. He saw Gentile world dominion from heaven's view
point, as God saw it. Thus he saw not the image of a man, but four
terrible, monstrous beasts which depicted the moral character of the
nations. God ever looks upon the heart while man looks only upon
the outward appearance (1 Sam. 16:7). What a sad picture He must
sec today as He looks past the great civilizations illuminated by the
wonders of man's genius into the very heart of the nation itsclfl This
is not all, my friend, He searches out the hearts of the individual man
or woman. Nothing is hid from God's all-seeing eye. As He turns
the search light of His Holy Spirit upon your heart and life, what
docs He sec hidden therein? Friends may commend, the world
applaud as they recount your noble deeds-but God's Word says,
"The heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked; who
can know it." (Jer. 17:9.)

Daniel'• F11'11t Night Vision
'1n the first ye.tr of Belshazzar king of Babylon, Danid
had a dream and visions of. his head upon his bed: then be
wrote the dream, and !Did the sum d. the matters.
Daniel spake and said, I saw in my vision by night,
and, behold, the four winds of the heaven strove upon the
great sea.
And four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse
one from another.
The first was like a lion, and had eagle's wings: I beheld
till the wings thcred. were plucked, and it was lifted up from
the earth, and made stand upon the feet as a man, and a
man's heart was given to it.
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And behold another beast, a second, like to a bear, and
it raised up itself on one side, and it had three ribs in the
mouth of it between the teeth of it: and they said thus unto
it, Arise, devour much flesh.
After this I beheld, and lo another, like a leopard, which
had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl; the beast had
also four heads; and dominion was given to it." (VV. 1-6).

bear, an animal noted for its "all devouring" and cruel propensities.
"It raised itself on one side and it had three ribs in its mouth" . . . The
Medo-Persian Empire was composed of two kingdoms and domi
nated by the stronger of the two, Persia. The "three ribs," refer to the
devouring of the Babylonian lion which strengthened the ribs of the
Empire.
"After this I beheld, and lo another like a leopard." After the
rise and fall of the Babylonian and Medo-Persian Empires, the next
to come into prominence was the Grecian Empire, under Alexander
the Great. Nebuchadnezzar saw this great Empire as the thighs of
brass of the image, while Daniel beheld that Empire in its true light,
as a leopard, cruel, swift and quick to leap upon its prey. The lion
had two wings of an eagle while the leopard "had upon the back of
it ~our wings of a fowl." Alexander the Great, came into power
quickly, as a leopard, springing from its hiding place upon its prey;
and with great swiftness, depicted by the "wings of the fowl," estab
lished the Grecian world empire. "The beast also had four heads "
which tells of the four-fold division of this great Empire aft~r
Alexander's death.

"In the first year of Belshazzar, king of Babylon, Daniel had a
dream and visions-upon his bed-by night." God's Word supplies
all the needed details and establishes the time element of these visions
from a historical standpoint, silencing forever any who might dare
to doubt the authenticity of the same.
"Behold the four winds of heaven strove upon the great sea."
The great sea, literally ,speaking, is the Mediterranean, bordered by
the four Empires portrayed by the four beasts in the following verses.
However, "sea" in the Word typifies "peoples and multitudes and
nations and tongues" (Rev. 17:15). The winds from heaven striving ·
upon the sea, seem to indicate a storm or conflict among the nations,
out of which the four beasts arise.
"And four great beasts came up from the sea ..." In verse 17,
we read "these great beasts . . . are four kings." These kings arise
or come into prominence one after the other from among the nations
or "sea."
Daniel saw this first king and his kingdom as a "lion," with
"eagle's wings." This corresponds to the head of gold in Nebuchad
nezzar's vision of the image, chapter 2, and is a portrayal of Babylon,
headed up under Nebuchadnezzar. From man's point of view this
Empire appeared in its greatness as "fine gold," but God permitted
Daniel to see its real moral character which was beast-like as a ravenous
lion. The eagle's wings, larger than those of any other bird and wide
spreading, tell of the swiftness of conquest and of the widespread
power of Babylon's dominion during Nebuchadnezzar's reign. "I
beheld till the wings were plucked"-this tells of the decline of this
great Empire and a curbing of power as far as world dominion was
concerned. " . . . . and a man's heart was given it"-You will
remember that in accordance with the fulfillment of prophecy in
regard to Nebuchadnezzar, he was given a beast's heart and dwelt
with the beasts of the field, until shorn of all pride and self reliance,
he was willing to worship the one, true God, the God of Daniel.
The second beast was "like to a bear" and corresponds to the
silver breast and arms of the image of chapter 2. After the fall of
the great Babylonian Empire, we have the rise of the Medo-Persian
Empire. Though to man it appeared as resplendent as silver, Daniel,
the servant of the Lord, saw its beast-like character, pictured by the

Da?iel s~w ~e fourth beast, "dreadful and terrible and strong
excee~mgly. This beast was a nondescript. There was no animal
!,eroc1ous 1_1or powerful enough to describe this fourth world power.
It was diverse from all the beasts that were before," yet it incor
porated all the beast-like characteristics of the others. The great
"iron teeth" connect it unmistakably with the "iron legs" of Nebu
chadnezzar's image vision-and the "ten horns" with the "ten toes"
part of iron and part of clay.
'
Daniel's _vision be~an with a portrayal of the first great world
power as a hon, the kmg of the beasts, but ends, as far as the nations
are concern_ed, ~ith an animal to whom. no name could be given.
What detenorauon! The same was noted m Nebuchadnezzar's image
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Daniel's Second Night Vision
The F ourtb Beast
"After this I saw in the night visions, and behold a
fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly;
and it had great iron teeth: it devoured and brake in pieces,
and stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse
from all the beasts that were before it; and it had ten horns.
I considered the horns, and, behold, there came up among
them another little horn, before whom there were three of
the first horns plucked up by the roots: and, behold, in this
horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking
great things." (VV. 7-8.)
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vmon. The head was of fine gold, but the other metals were of an
inferior character until the last picture was that of "ten toes" composed
of iron and clay. Gold to clay! A lion to a nondescript! This is
the history of Gentile world dominion as far as God secs it. Outwardly
it may seem to flourish, to make great advancement in civilization,
science and inventions, but morally speaking, they have only become
more beast-like in character and nature.
After the rise and fall of the Grecian Empire, Rome came into
power and extended her borders farther than any of the others.
She was known as Imperial Rome and conqueror of the world. These
verses describing the fourth beast have a yet future fulfillment as we
shall sec as we consider the interpretation of this vision given further
on in the chapter. We will leave the discussion of the "little horn"
whose eyes were like the "eyes of man" and who had a mouth "speak
ing great things" until we come to this part of the chapter.

very similar to the one given in Rev. 1:13-17 of the Son of Man, the
Lord Jesus Christ. We sec Him here sitting as Judge; "the judgment
was set and the books were opened." This judgment scene cor
responds to the judgment of the nations as described in Matt. 25:31-46
and precedes the setting up of the Millennial reign of the Lord Jesus
Christ
What a terrible thing it will be to meet the Lord Jesus as a judge.
In Rev. 20:11-15 the judgment of the Great White Throne is set
forth-a judgment of the unsaved dead. This judgment takes place
after the Millennial reign. Hear these solemn words, "Whosoever was
not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire"
(Rev. 20:13). My friend, is your name written in the Lamb's book
of life? If so, you will escape this terrible day of judgment. Meet
the Lord Jesus today as your gracious, loving Saviour, for meet Him
you must-if not as Saviour, then as Judge. "Verily, verily I say
unto you he that heareth My Word and believeth on Him that sent Mc,
hath everlasting life and shall not come into condemnation ( or judg
ment) but is passed from death unto life."-John 5:24.
But the judgment scene of Daniel 7:9-12 as stated, takes place at
the end of the Gentile world dominion and before the Millennial reign
of the Lord.
"I beheld even till the beast was slain and his body destroyed and
given to the burning flame." This is the final judgment that is to be
meted out upon the little horn, which pictures the King, who will
arise, "speaking great things."
"Concerning the rest of the beasts," their power and dominion
was taken away but "their lives were prolonged for a season and
time." How marvelously this prophecy has been fulfilled, for though
their dominion has passed away, there arc still existing the countries
of Persia and Greece.

The Ancient of Daya
Judgment of the Fourth Beast:
"I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient
of days did sit, whose gannent was white as snow, and the
hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne was like the
fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire.
A fiery stream issued and came forth from before him:
thousand thousands ministered unto him, and t~n thousand
times ten thousand stood before him: the judgment was set,
and the books were opened.
I beheld them because of the voice of the great words
which the horn spake: I behdd even till the beast was slain,
and his body destroyed, and given to the burning flame.
As ooncerning the rest of the beasts, they had their
dominion taken away: yet their lives were prolonged for a
season and time." (VV. 9-12.)

The scene described in these verses is a judgment scene and marks
the end of Gentile world dominion. What a sad ending! Nations
Bourishing today, boasting of national achievements, progress and
advancement in all lines of science and invention arc to have a final
culmination of all things and that final culmination for the nations of
the world is judgment Man refuses to sec such an ending and
prefers to believe that all things will continue as they arc at present
but God's Word says "judgment." "I beheld till the thrones were
cast down and the Ancient of Days did sit." Daniel continued looking
at the above vision until the "thrones were set." The ones occupied
by the kings of the earth were "cast down" and the throne of the
Ancient of Days set up. This description of the Ancient of Days is
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The Third Vision
The Coming of the Son of Man'1 saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son
of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the

Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him.
And there was given him dominion, and glory, and a
kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should
serve him: his dominion is an everlasting dominion, which
shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not
be destroyed." (VV. 13, 14.)

"I saw in the night visions, and behold one like the Son of Man
came with the clouds of Hcavch." What a glorious event this vision
[ 59
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portray5-thc return to the earth of the Son of Man to reign in
righteousness. In Matt. 24 :30 He is described as coming in "the clouds
of heaven with power and great glory." He comes to receive the
investiture of the kingdom of His father David. "And there was
given Him dominion and glory and a kingdom-His dominion is an
everlasting Kingdom which shall not pass away." This is the King
dom that the "God of heaven set up" as described in Dan. 2:44. The
"Stone cut out of the mountain without hands, which became a
great mountain and filled the whole earth."
The coming of the Son of God to reign upon the earth, my friends,
is the solution of all of the world's problems. When He comes, whose
right it is to reign, then will be ushered in a reign of peace and
righteousness such as this world has never known. Oh, how sadly
this poor world needs Him to come and take the sceptre. "Come
Lord Jesus, even so come quickly."

And he shall speak great words against the most High,
and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and think to
change times and laws: and they shall be given in10 his
hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.
But the judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his
dominion, 1D consume and 1D destroy it unto the end.
And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of
the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of. the saints of. the most High, whose kingdom is
an everlasting kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him.
Hitherto is the end of the matter. As for me Daniel,
my cogitations much troubled me, and my countenance
changed in me: but I kept the matter in my heart."
(VV. 15 28.)

I came near unto one of them that stood by, and asked
him the truth of. all this. So he told me, and made me know
the interpretation of. the things.
These great beasts, which arc four, are four kings, w/Jic/J
shall arise out of. the earth.
But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom,
and possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever and ever.
Then I would know the truth of. the fourth beast, which
was diverse from all the others, exceeding dreadful, whose
teeth were of iron, and his nails of brass; wliit:li devoured,
brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet;
And of the ten horns that were in his head, and of the
other which came up, and before whom three fell; even of
that horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spake very great
things, whose look was more stout than his fellows.
I beheld, and the same horn made war with the saints,
and prevailed against them;
Until the Ancient of. days came, and judgment was given
to the saints of. the most High; and the time came that the
saints possessed the kingdom.
Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth king
dom upon earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms,
and shall devour the whole earth, and shall tread it down,
and break it in pieces.
And the ten horns out of. this kingdom are ten kings
11,a, shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and he shall
be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue thtte kings.

Danid was grieved in spirit and troubled by the beast v1s1ons
and came near to the heavenly messenger and "asked him the truth
of all this." In the remaining verses of the chapter the interpretation
is given.
The only reference to the first three beasts is included in the one
verse which refers to all four. These great beasts arc four kings
{literally kingdoms, as seen in v. 23) which shall arise out of the
earth. The fourth beast is the fourth kingdom.
"But the saints of the most High shall take the Kingdom." In
verse 14, we read, "and there was given to Him a Kingdom." Thus
it is indicated that the Kingdom will be given to the Lord Jesus
Christ and the "Saints of the Most High" who shall possess the King
dom for ever and ever." "Saints" generally refer to members of the
Church, the Body, but in this passage "Saints of the Most High" refers
to the earthly people, Israel-those who have come through the tribu
lation period trusting in the Lord. It is true that church saints will
reign with Christ over the earth, but it is lsrad who is to possess the
earthly Kingdom.
Then Danid desired to know more about the fourth beast, "which
was diverse from all the others, exceeding dreadful." He desired also
to know more about the "ten horns" and of the other horn that "had
eyes and a mouth that spake great things." To all of these inquiries,
the heavenly messenger replied, "The fourth beast shall be the fourth
kingdom upon the earth, which will be diverse from all kingdoms
and shall devour the whole earth." This corresponds to the fourth
part of Nebuchadnezzar's image vision of the two legs of iron, and
as previously stated was the Roman F.mpirc. Since all that is stated
in the prophecy concerning this F.mpirc has not as yet been fulfilled,
it is indicated that Rome will again become a world power and "de
vour the whole earth."
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The Interpretation of the Beast Vision
'1 Daniel was grieved in my spirit in the midst of my
body, and the visions of my head troubled me.
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The ten horns out of this kingdom arc ten kings that shall arise
and correspond to the ten toes on the image vision of chapter two.
After Rome has regained her power, these ten kings will arise and
come into prominence. "And another shall arise after them, and
he shall be diverse from the first and he shall subdue three kings."
This king is further described in verses 25-26. Read these verses
carefully and compare it with Rev. 13:1-10. It can be readily seen
that the first beast or Antichrist of Revelation 13 and this king or
''little horn" arc the same person. "He shall speak great words against
the Most High and wear out the Saints of the Most High." During
the last three and one-half years of the tribulation period, designated
by a "time and times and dividing of times,'' the Antichrist will be in
power. He will set himself up against God, will blaspheme His
name and bring about terrible persecutions upon Daniel's beloved
people, Israel. He will also seek to change "times and laws" and
interfere with those things which arc planned by God Himself, such
as sacrifices and feasts, prescribed by the Lcvitical law. What a ter
rible period this last three and one-half years of the tribulation period
will be! Words fail to describe the persecutions and testings of this
period.
"But the judgment shall sit and they shall take away his dominion
to consume and to destroy it unto the end." This marks the end of
Gentile world dominion. The stone, cut out of the mountain, without
hands, the Lord Jesus Christ Himself, takes control. The Antichrist
is judged and the Millennial reign begins. The "saints of the most
High," Israel, will receive the Kingdom with Christ. It shall be an
everlasting kingdom and "all dominions shall serve and obey Him."
Beyond the sad and terrible days of the Tribulation, glorious days
await this earth, when the Lord Jesus Christ will reign in rightcou~
nc.ss. He, the rejected One now will then be exalted, and "all domin
ions shall serve and obey Him." Then will be brought to pass the
words of Isaiah 14:7, "The whole earth is at rest and quiet."
"As for me, Daniel, my cogitations much troubled me and my
countenance changed in me, but I kept the matter in my heart." These
night visions and their interpretation were ended, but they left Daniel
"troubled" and his "countenance changed." He was deeply con
cerned by anything that concerned his beloved people Israel. Arc you
concerned, my reader friend, about the things that arc to surely come
to pass upon this earth? Before the '1ittlc horn" or Antichrist will ever
come into power ushering in the last three and one-half years of terrible
tribulation, the church, com£0sed of all believers in the Lord Jesus,
will have been taken out. (1 Thes. 4:13-18.) Will you be in that
company, my friend? Receive the Lord Jesus Christ as your own

personal Saviour and so be sure of escaping the "hour of temptation
which shall come upon all the world."
Daniel said, at the close of this great chaptcr-"but I kept the
matter in my heart." This is the place to keep God's Word. "Thy
Word have I hid in my heart that I might not sin against Thee."
Ps. 119:11. Shall we not give these great truths a place in our hearts
and lives and be among those who look and wait for "His Son
&om heaven"?
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CHAPTER VIII
The Vision of the Ram and the He Goat

I

8 the Spirit of God continues to unfold prophecy to us,
giving us additional information concerning the end-time and
the "man of sin." In our study of chapter 7, we found emphasized
the fact that the Antichrist will arise out of the territory which com
prised the old Roman empire and that he will have associated with
him ten subordinate kings, who will do his bidding. Now, as we
come to our study of chapter 8, we shall find God revealing to Daniel
through a vision the part of the Roman empire out of which the
Antichrist will come-which will be that part over which Alexander
the Great ruled. In other words, I understand the Scripture to teach
that "the king of fierce countenance" of the eighth chapter is the same
as the "little horn" of the seventh, only, as stated above, chapter 8
sheds light in regard to the part of Europe out of which the Anti
christ will come.
N CHAPTER

The Vision

THE VISION OF THE RAM AND HE GOAT
The Ram representing Media-Persia.
The He Goai..--representing Greece.
The Notable Horn representing Alexander the Great and foreshadowing
the Antichrist who is to rise in the Latter Time.

"In the third year of the reign of king Belshazzar a vision
appeared unto me, even unto me Danid, after that which
appeared unto me at the first. And I saw in a vision; and it
came to pass, when I saw, that I was at Shushan in the palace,
which is in the province of Elam; and I saw in a vision, and
I was by the river of Ulai. Then I lifted up mine eyes, and
saw, and, behold, there stood before the river a ram which
had two horns: and the two horns were high: but one was
higher than the other, and the higher came up last. I saw the
ram pushing westward, and northward, and southward; so
that no beasts might stand before him, neither was there any
that could ddiver out of his hand; but he did according to his
will, and oo:ame great." (VV. 1-4.)

In these verses Daniel tells us that while he was in the palace at
Shushan, in the province of Elam, he had a vision. In that vision,
he found himself by the river of Ulai. There he lifted up his eyes
and saw, before the river, a ram which had two horns. "and the two
horns were high: but one was higher than the other, and the higher
one came up last." He tells us that he saw the ram "pushing west-
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ward, and northward, and southward," and so great was his strength
that no beast could stand before him, nor could any "deliver out of his
hand; but he did according to his will, and became great."
As Daniel gazed upon the strange looking beast, he saw another,
coming from the west. It was, he observed, a he goat and so swiftly
did it move that it seemed to him as though it did not touch the
ground. Between its eyes he saw a "notable horn," and as he watched,
Daniel saw the goat rush upon the ram " . . . in the fury of his
power."
"And I saw him come close unto the ram, and he was
moved with choler against him, and smote the ram, and brake
his two horns: and there was no power in the ram to stand
before him, but he cast him down to the ground, and stamped
upon him: and there was none that could ddivcr the ram out
of his hand." (V. 7.)

The Interpretation
Daniel was not left in doubt as to the meaning of this mysterious
occurrence, for as he "sought for the meaning" there stood before
him one who had the appearance of a man, and he heard a man's voice
saying,
"Gabriel, make this man to understand the vision."
(V. 16.)

As Gabriel approached him, he became afraid and fell upon his
face, but the angel touched him and set him upright,
"And he said, Behold, I will make thee know what shall
be in the last end of the indignation: foe at the time appointed
the end shall be. The ram which thou sawest having two
horns arc the kings of Media and Persia. And the rough goat
is the king of Grccia: and the great horn that is between his
eyes is the first king." (VV. 19-21.)

THB JIOOK OP DANIBL

The goat represented the king of the third kingdom which suc
ceeded to world power, which in Nebuchadnezzar's dream was sym
bolized by the belly and thighs of brass of the image. In the seventh
chapter, this same kingdom is represented by a beast like a leopard,
with four wings and four heads.
''The great horn," said Gabriel, "is the first king."

Hutory'a Parallels
By turning to history, we find that the first king of Greece was
Alexander the Great, the one under whom Greece obtained dignity
as a great world power. He was born heir to Philip of Macedon.
Upon his ascension to the throne, he welded the Grecian states into
one kingdom, turned westward, and in a great battle subdued the
haughty Persians, and had himself proclaimed ruler of the world.
As prophesied:
". . . he
. smote the ram, and brake his two
horns . . . he cast him down to the ground, and
stamped upon him: and there was none that could ddiver the
ram out of his hand." (V. 7.)

The amazing swiftness of Alexander's conquest of the world is
foreshadowed by the speed of the he goat as he moved over the
ground. Daniel says that he ran so fast that he "touched not the
ground."
"Therefore the he goat waxed very great: and when he
was strong, the great horn was broken; and for it came up
four notable ones toward the four winds of heaven."
(V. 8.)

Thus we sec that the ram with the two horns represented the world
empire symbolized by the breast and arms of silver of the image
which Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream. In chapter 7 this empire
is represented by the bear which rose on one side and had three
ribs in his mouth. The two horns, one higher than the other-the
higher coming up last-is parallel with the bear lifting itself on one
side; both of these typify the Medo Persian empire, composed of two
nations, the Persian being the more powerful of the two. In this
vision Daniel was given a foresight of the course of Persian conquest,
set forth in the direction the ram was pushing, "westward, and north
ward, and southward."

Fran this verse, we note that the he goat "waxed very great" but
that in the height of his strength, his great horn was broken, and for
it there "came up four notable ones toward the four winds of
heaven."
Again we find that Daniel was not left in doubt, for Gabriel,
in continuing the interpretation-a portion of which we have already
quoted-informed him that "now that (the great horn) being broken,
whereas four stood up for it, four kinsdoms shall stand up out of the
nation, but not in his power." (V. 24.)
Turning again to history, we find that Alexander died childless, in
his early thirties-at the height of his power-his early death being
brought about by the reckless life he lived. The "four kingdoms"
that arc represented by the four horns which came up in place of
the great horn were headed by four of Alexander's generals. You
will note that the prophecy states that four kingdoms should stand
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up "but not in his power." Dying childless, Alexander had no pos
terity to whom the throne could go, and so his kingdom was divided
among his four leading generals, Ptolemy becoming king of Egypt;
Seleucus, king of Syria and Asia Minor; Lysimachus, king of Thrace;
and Cassandcr, king of Macedonia and Greece. Thus the "great horn"
was replaced by "four notable ones."

Epiphancs, who succeeded to the throne of Syria about liO years
after the death of Alexander. The Spirit of God, looking down the
ages, saw in Antiochus Epiphancs a type of Antichrist, and that is the
reason that we have recorded in the pages of Holy Writ the history of
that man centuries before he appeared on the scene of action. So
diabolical were his acts, and so cruel his persecution of God's people
that he was known as "Epimancs the madman."
At one time he attacked Jerusalem and slew forty thousand Jews,
selling as many into slavery. In diabolical mockery, he had a sow
killed and offered on an altar, scattering the broth over the sanctuary,
defiling the holy place, and causing the sacrifice to cease for a time.
Not content with that, he set up in the holy of holies the statue of
Jupiter. In all of this, and in all the rest of his infamous deeds, he
foreshadowed that one who will appear in Europe after the church
has been translated, to take over the reins of government and become
supreme dictator.

Antiochua Epiphanea-A Shadow of the Antichrist
"And out of one of them came forth a little horn which
waxed exceeding great, toward the south, and toward the cast,
and toward the pleasant land.
And it waxed great, e11en to the host of heaven ; and it
cast down some of the host and of the stars to the ground, and
stamped upon them.
Yca, he magnified himself even ID the prince of the host,
and by him the daily sacrifice was taken away, and the place
of his sanctuary was cast down.
And an host was given him against the daily sacrifice
by reason of transgression, and it cast down the truth to the
ground; and it practised, and prospered." (VV .9-12.)

Going back to Daniel's vision, we find from the verses just
quoted, that out of one of the "four notable horns" which he saw
coinc up on the he goat, "came forth _a little horn, which waxed
exceeding great." This "little horn" represented one who in char
acter and actions is an excellent type of the Antichrist. On the pages
of history we find the portrait of the ruler who foreshadowed the
"man of sin." Let us note the seven things these verses record con
ccrning this man:
He ... "waxed exceeding great, toward the south, and
toward the east, and toward the pleasant land (Palestine)."
He would exalt himself " . .. waxed great, even to
the host of heaven;"
He would " . . . cast down some of the host and of the
stars ID the ground," and stamp upon them. This was a
forecast of the persecution of the spiritual leaders among the
Jews. Please bear in mind that the prophecy concerned
Daniel's people.

''He magnified himsdf even to the prince of the host •.."
That is, he claimed honors due the Messiah.
"By him the daily sacrifice was taken away"-that is,
the sacrifice prescribed by the Levitical law.
'"fhe place of his sanctuary was cast down."
By him transgression would be practiced and would pros
per, and the truth would be cast down to the ground.

Let your mind revert again to history, and you will recall one in
whom this prophecy was fulfilled. That one was Antiochus
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The Cleansing of the Sanctuary
"Then I heard one saint speaking, and another saint said
unto that certain saint which spake, How long shall be the
vision concerning the daily sacr,.fice, and the transgression of
desolation, to give both the sanctuary and the host ID be trod
den under foot?
And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hun
dred days; then shall the sanctuary be cleansed." (VV.

13, 14.)

In his vision, Daniel heard two saints conversing, and the burden
of their conversation was the defilement of the sanctuary and the
length of time the host should be trodden under foot. Then he
heard a voice saying, "unto two thousand and three ):iundrcd days;
then shall the sanctuary be cleansed."
This prophecy was fulfilled when Judas Maccabacus delivered
Jerusalem and cleansed the sanctuary, about 165 B. C., and it was a
literal 2300 days from the time that Antiochus defiled the sanctuary
until the time when it was purified and re dedicated to the service of
Jehovah. The 2300 days arc literal days of 24 hours each.
It is needless to say that I have no sympathy with the blasphemous
sanctuary theory of the 7th Day Adventists, which they base upon
these verses. They make the sanctuary a heavenly rather than an
earthly place; the 2300 days, they claim, represent 2300 years, and
according to them the Lord Jesus entered into the holy of holies in the
year 1844 A. D., that being 2300 years from the time Cyrus issued the
decree to rebuild the temple. Thus they wilfully pervert the Scrip-
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turcs. Christians should be warned against this. If any of my
readers have been ensnared by the hallucinations of the 7th Day
Adventists, I would recommend that you give careful study to Wm. E.
Bicdcrwolfs book on 7th Day Advcntism.

all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sittcth
in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God." (2 Thcss.
2:3, 4.) He also says of him that his "coming is after the working of
Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with all
dcccivablencss of unrighteousness in them that perish;" ( 2 Thcss.
2:9, 10). Of him Paul also says," . • . . that Wicked . . . whom
the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy
with the brightness of his coming:" (2 Thcss. 2:8).
Daniel also speaks of the end of the "man of sin" in chapter 7,
and in chapter 8, verse 25, we read,". • • he shall be broken without
hand." In other words, his destruction will be a manifestation of
divine power, a supernatural end. This is confirmed by the account
of his downfall in Revelation. He will be destroyed at the glorious
return to the earth of the Son of God when he comes as "King of
kings and Lord of lords."

The "King of Fierce Countenance"
As stated before, the events in connection with the reign of
Antiochus Epiphancs arc recorded because he is a shadow of another
who is not yet come, and will not come, until after the church has been
caught away. He will appear at the time of the end.
"And in the latter time of their kingdom , when the trans
gressors arc come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and
understanding dark sentences, shall stand up.
And his power shall be mighty but not by his own power;
and he shall destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper and prac
tise, and shall destroy the mighty and the holy people.
And through his policy also he shall cause craft to prosper
in his hand; and he shall magnify himself in his heart, and
by peace shall destroy many; he shall also stand up against
the Prince of princes; but he shall be broken without hand."
(VV. 23 25.)

The words quoted above were spoken by the angd Gabrid, as he
continued his interpretation of the vision which had been given
Daniel. They cannot refer to Antiochus or to any other king who
has already come. You will note he told Daniel "in the latter time
of their kingdom . . . a king . . . shall stand up." That
is, at the time of the end. We cannot read this description of the
coming "man of sin" without being reminded of Revelation 13. Both
descriptions refer to the same man.
"And his power shall be mighty but not by his own power · · ·"

The Effect of the Vision
The effect of this vision on Daniel is given in verse 27. Let us
look at it:
"And I Daniel fainted, and was sick certain days; after
ward I rose up, and did the king's business; and I was aston
ishcd at the vision, but none understood it."

(V. 24.)
Revelation 13 :2 says, " . . . . and the dragon gave him his
power, and his scat, and great authority."
In comparing Daniel 8 and Revelation 13, we find that ;n both
chapters this man who is to come is portrayed as a persecutor of the
Jewish remnant, and that he exalts himself above every one else; that
he sets himsdf against the Prince of princes." And Daniel says of
him that he is a "king of fierce countenance." No doubt he will be
a man of science, a great statesman and an incomparable military
genius.
The Apostle Paul says of this same man, in 2 Thcssalonians, that
he is a "son of perdition; Who opposeth and cxaltcth himself above

Thus we sec that the heart of Daniel was solemnized by the strange
rcvdation which God had given him. Should not our hearts be solem
nized as we read and ponder the mysteries of His Word, and as we
look around us and sec, even before our very eyes, the fulfillment of
His prophecies? Should not we ever bear in mind that "the king's
business requires haste" and that the days arc rapidly shortening in
which to work?
I would again warn you unconverted man or woman who hears
these words that you arc in great danger. If you refuse allegiance to
Jesus Christ as your Saviour, if you ignore His claims upon your
heart, you will be forced to give allegiance to the Devil's Christ. Your
doom is certain if you continue to reject the offer of salvation through
Jesus Christ.
My friend, while you have opportunity, while God is calling and
while His grace is free, get on your knees, and let this be your prayer:
''Lord Jesus, I do now, of my own volition, accept Thee as my
Saviour and Lord, and believe that Thy blood was shed that I might
live!"
If you do this, He will not turn you away. But remember,
''NOW is the accepted time I''
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CHAPTER IX
The Seventy Weeks
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THE SEVENTY WEEKS
Chpt. 9 :24
Chpt. 9:25
Chpt. 9 :26

Chpt. 9 :27

Seventy Weeks (70X 7=490 yrs.) determined upon thy
people and upon thy holy city.
From the going forth of the Commandment to restore and build Jerusalem, 7 weeks (7X7=49 yrs.)
And after three score and two week~ (62X7=434 yrs.)
shall Messiah be cut off but not for Himself.
The Parenthetical Period, known as the Church Age or Dis
pensation, intervenes between the 69 weeks and the 70th week.
Covenant Confirmed for 1 week or 7 yrs.
This is known as the Tribulation Period.
In the midst of the week (3¼ yrs.) the Antichrist shall
cause the sacrifice and oblations to cease.

F

ROM the opening verses of the 9th chapter of the Book of Daniel,
we learn that Daniel " ... understood by books the number of the
years, whereof the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet,
that he would accomplish seventy years in the desolations of Jeru
salem." That is, seventy years was to be the period of the captivity in
Babylon. Knowing this fact, and realizing that the time limit was
about up, Daniel, because of his concern for his people, gave himself
to prayer and fasting and sought the Lord on behalf of his beloved
country and nation. The prayer which he offered, and which resulted
in the giving of the prophecy of the 70 weeks, is recorded in the first
19 verses of the 9th chapter.
Every child of God who desires to know how to pray effectually
would do well to study carefully this prayer of the prophet Daniel.
It may be that the reason the Holy Spirit has caused this prayer to be
recorded in detail, is that He might teach us how to pray.
Some time ago, I had the privilege of leading a saloon-keeper to
Christ. While visiting him after his conversion, he said to me one
day, "Mr. Talbot, teach me how to pray so I may know that when
I pray God hears me." This is a desire that is uppermost in the hearts
of many of God's children. If you want to know how to pray a prayer
that will reach the ear of God, study Daniel's petition. There are sev
eral things that come to light in a careful study of this prayer:

Daniel's Prayer
1. The Absence of Self-Righteousness.

First you will note the entire absence of self-righteousness in his
confession of the sins of his people. While there is no recorded failure
on the part of the prophet Daniel, yet Daniel realized that he, too, had
fallen short of the glory of God, and of God's requirements, and so
we are told that he prayed: "We have sinned, and have committed
iniquity, and have done wickedly . . . Neither have we hearkened
unto thy servants the prophets ... 0 Lord ... unto us confusion of
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faces ... because we have sinned. Neither have we obeyed the voice
of the Lord our God, to walk in His laws."
Humility runs throughout his prayer as he confesses the sins of
his people unto God. How much we may learn from this prayer!
As we look about us today, we must admit that the church has sadly
failed; but let us remember also that we, too, have made a contribution
toward the failure of the church! We dare not take the self-righteous
attitude of the Pharisee, who "stood and prayed thus with himself,
God, I thank thee, that I am not as other men are." If one will but
search his own heart, in the white light of God's Word, it will humble him to the dust, and bring him to the realization that he has
fallen far short of the man God would have him be. And so, when
we pray about the sins and the failures of the church, let us remember
to say, even as did Daniel, "We have sinned."
2. He acknowledges Divine Justice.
Daniel acknowledges the divine justice of God in everything
that has come to his nation, "O Lord," he prays, "righteousness belongeth unto thee, but unto us confusion of faces." We must recognize and acknowledge the fact that divine justice is always right.
"Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?" (Gen. 18:25).
3. He desires an Answer for God's Own Glory.
Then too, Daniel desires an answer to his request for God's own
glory. "O Lord, hear; O Lord, forgive; O Lord, hearken and do; defer
not, FOR THINE OWN SAKE, O MY GOD." We must, in
searching our hearts, be sure that our requests arc those that would,
in the granting, reflect honor and glory unto Him upon Whom
we call.
4. His Ground for Approach.
And in the fourth place, Daniel's prayer was heard because it
was prayed on the basis of Calvary's sacrifice. "Gabriel ... touched
me about the time of the evening oblation." The "time of the evening
oblation" refers to the time that the sacrifice would have been offered
on Jewish altars had the nation been in the land of Palestine. That
sacrifice pointed on to the sacrifice on Calvary's Cross, and God is
here showing that there is only one way by which a man may approach His throne for any reason, and that way is through the shed
blood of His Son: "Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into
the holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way, which he
hath consecrated for us, through the vail, that is to say, his flesh;
And having an high priest over the house of God: Let us draw near
with a true heart in full assurance of faith..." (Heb. 10:19-22.) Even
Daniel had no other ground on which to stand before God save on
the merits of that foreseen sacrifice. Read the 9th chapter of Daniel
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carefully, and learn the lessons in regard to prayer, remembering that
"the effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."
(James 5:16).

The Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks
Whilehe was yet speakingin prayer, "the man Gabriel" touched
Daniel, and said to him, 'I am now come forth to give thee skill and
understanding... therefore understand the matter, and consider the
vision: Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy
holy city, to finish thetransgression, and to make an end of sins, and
to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting righteousness and to
vision and prophecy, and to anoint the
most Holy. (VV. the
22-24.)

In order to understand this great prophecy, three things must be

kept clearly in mind:

(1) That the70 weeks are "determined upon" Daniel'speople and
Daniel'sholy city. "Seventyweeks are determined upon THY people
and upon THY holy city." This particular prophecy, therefore, has
NOTHING to do with the Gentiles, nor has it anything to do with
theChurch of this dispensation. (2) The 70 weeks are seventy weeks
of years, not days. Seventysevens, as it is in the Hebrew, is the
specified
time given in which certain events in connection with
ISRAEL are to be fulfilled. At the end of the program of the 70
weeks,
the Messiah will usher in everlasting righteousness and begin
His reign.
Seventy weeks of years, of course, are:
70 x 7 or 490 years
Therefore 490 years was the time specified for theaccomplishment
of the prophecy.
(3) Furthermore, we discover in reading on in the prophecy, that
the 70weeks are divided into three parts:
lst-7 weeks or 49 years.
2nd-62 weeks or 434 years
3rd-1 week or 7 years.
In other words, God has mentioned three events that are to take
place. As the "Jewish clock" ticks off the seventy sevens of years, the
first great event will take place at the close of the first seven weeks;
the second at the close of the 62 weeks; the third in connection with
the 70th week.
As we study more carefully this prophecy of the seventy weeks,
let us keep these three points clearly in mind.
( 75)
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Turning to verse 25, we read:
Know, therefore, and understand, that from the going
forth of the oommandment to restore and to build Jerusalem,
unto tbe Messiah the Prince, shall he seven wc:cks and three
score and two wc:cks; the street shall be built again, and the
wall, even in troublous times.

That is exactly what happened. It was 49 years between the time
the walls were started and the completion of the work, and it was in
"troublous times." This part of the prophecy was fulfilled by Ezra and
Nehemiah, the account of which may be found in the second chapter
of Nehemiah. From the close of this period of 7 weeks, another was
to be reckoned of 62 weeks,-adding these two, we have a period of
69 weeks, or 483 years. At the close of this second period, the Messiah
was to be "cut off, but not for Himself;" and that really happened.
Able chronologists, such as Sir Robert Anderson, have shown that the
crucifixion of the Lord Jesus Christ occurred immediately after the
expiration of 483 prophetic years of 360 days each, from the time that
Nehemiah completed his commission. Thus we have in the cruci
fixion, the fulfilment of the prophecy of the 70 weeks from the time
of the commission to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem, to the Cross
which was exactly 69 sevens, or 483 years, as history testifies.
'
The Jewish clock had been ticking all those years, and at the
time the Son of God was crucified, it had ticked off 69 sevens of years.
The clock then stopped, and for more than 1900 years, there has not
been another "tick" from it. The last was at the end of the 69th
week, and after the crucifixion of the Messiah, Daniel's people and
Daniel's holy city were set aside, and Christianity fills up the interval
which has already lasted more than eighteen centuries. With the cen
turies of Christianity, Daniel's 70 weeks have nothing to do. The 70
weeks were determined upon Daniel's people and Daniel's holy city,
and when the end of Gentile Dominion is reached, and when the
Church has been translated, the last of the 70 weeks will transpire;
Jerusalem and the Jews once again occupying the ccnt.cr of the stage.
You will have no difficulty in understanding the great int.crval
between the 69th and the 70th week, if you will always bear in mind
th~t God never rec~ons time with the Jews when He is not dealing
with them as a Nation. When God ceases to deal with the Jews as a
Nation, the Jewish clock stops. For instance there is no record in
God's calendar of the 400 years Israel spent in Egypt in bondage. This
is passed over and on passover night, God said, "This shall be the be
ginning of months to you."
At the close of the 69th week, the Messiah was "cut off," the
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destruction of Jerusalem followed, and the Jews were scattered among
the nations of the world.

The Parenthetical Church Period
Between the 69th and 70th week, comes this present age or dis
pensation, the Church period, which is a great parenthesis in God's
r.rogram. Paul tells us in the third chapter of Ephesians that this
'dispensation of the grace of God" was not revealed in other ages.
~er the church age is completed and the translation takes place, God
will reach down and take hold (as it were) of the pendulum of the
Jewish clock and start it going again, and it will tick off the 70th
week, which will culminate in the personal, visible, bodily return of
the Lord Jesus Christ, thus completing in every detail this great
prophecy.
The 69 weeks were weeks of years and therefore we know that the
70th week will be a week of years. Consequently, the period between
the translation of the church and the return of Christ will be seven
years.
"And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be
cut off, but not for himsdf: and the people of the prince that
shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the
end thereof shall he with a Hood, and unto the end of the
war desolations are determined.
And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one
week: and in the midst of the wc:ck he shall cause the sacrifice
and the oblation ID cease, and for the overspreading of abomi
nations he shall make it desolate, even until the consumma
tion, and that determined shall be poured upon the desolate."
(VV. 26, 27.)

The events of the 70th week arc here depicted. A certain "prince"
is referred to as "the prince that shall come," and as you sec from
the verses just quoted, his people destroyed the city and the sanc
tuary, after the Messiah was cut off. Now, we know that the city of
Jerusalem and the sanctuary were destroyed by the Romans under
Titus in 70 A.D. It is not "the prince that shall come" who was to
d~stroy the city and the sanctuary, but his people. It is a matter of
history that Jerusalem was destroyed by the Romans. The "prince that
shall come" is the same personage referred to in chapter 7 as "the little
horn" and in chapter 8 as "a king of fierce countenance," and he
it is who will be the head of the revived Roman Empire. He will
make a covenant with Israel for one week, or 7 years as described in
the 27th verse. This means that he will guarantee to them protection
and religious freedom in return for their allegiance to him as their
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sovereign, but in the midst of the week, that is, after three and a
half years, he will break the covenant, causing the sacrifice and obla
tions to Jehovah to cease; will give out that he is God, and demand
that he be worshipped as God.

At the close of the 70th week, the Son of God will come as King
of kings and Lord of lords, as we learn from Revelation 19. He will
come as the falling Stone described in Daniel 2, and Gentile dominion
shall pass away, and thus will be fulfilled the prophecy which we
have
been studying.

The Great Tribulation
This will be the beginning of the great Tribulation as described
by our Lord in the Olivet Discourse, (Matt. 24; Luke 21 ). Its duration
is referred to in Dan. 7:25 as "a time and times and the dividing of
time," and in the Book of Revelation as 42 months (Rev. 13:5), and
again as 1,260 days (Rev. 11:3) each of which is the equivalent of
three and one-half years. The events of the last three and one-half years
of the "70 weeks" of Daniel are given more minutely in Revelation,
chapters 4-19. We cannot discuss this here; however, we know that
idolatry of the most dreadful kind will be forced upon Israel during
this period. The image of the Emperor will be set up in the temple,
for Satan will not only demand worship, but will desire to be wor
shipped in the very place that is chosen for the worship of Jehovah,-the Temple at Jerusalem. He will endeavor to wipe out everything
that would suggest God and His Christ, thus fulfilling the words of
the prophet in verse 27, ". . . for the overspreading of abomina
tions he shall make it desolate."
But God has limited Satan's power, for we read ". . . . even
until the consummation," God will pour out upon the world that
which He has in store for all those that set their face against Him,
and especially upon that ruler to whom the Devil will give his power,
and thus the prophecy will be fulfilled in its entirety, and ". . . .
that determined shall be poured upon the desolate."
It is very clear that the last week of the 70 weeks has not yet been
fulfilled, and will not be until the church age is over, and God again
begins to deal with Israel as a nation. In this present church age,
which runs from Pentecost to the Rapture, God is taking out from
among the Gentiles a people for His name. When this work is completed, He will build again the tabernacle of David which has fallen
down (Acts 15:14-16) and deal again with Israel as a nation.
What solemn days we are living in! The Zionist movement, which
has for its purpose the re-colonization of Palestine by the Jews; the
burning desire of that people to become once again a nation; their
willingness to recognize as Messiah anyone who will make Zionism
a political factor, seems to indicate that the church age is rapidly
drawing to a close, and that God is almost ready to start again the
Jewish clock, that it may tick off the last momentous week.
[ 78)

My friend, if you do not know Christ, I urge you to get acquainted
with Him now, while you have the opponunity to know Him and to
meet Him as a Saviour--for meet Him you must. If you will not
meet Him now as Saviour, you must meet Him in that day as Judge
when He comes to sweep the earth with His burning judgment.
In that day,
every Christ-rejector will go into outer darkness. For
your own sake, for your family's sake, for Christ's sake, do not wait
to meet Him as Judge of all the earth, but hear Him now, receive
Him as Saviour, today, while yet there is time! "...
Behold,
now
is the accepted time, behold now is the day of salvation."-2 Cor. 6:2.
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CHAPTER X
The Conflict in the Heavenliea

"l"I Ta HAVE recorded in the

10th, 11th and 12th chapters of Daniel
last vision God gave to him. We have seen how each
chapter unfolds to us a little more detail concerning the end of Gentile
Dominion and the events of the seventieth week. In this last great
vision, we arc given a detailed description of the events that will take
place prior to the time when the Stone, cut out of the mountain
without hands, falls upon the feet of the image and demolishes it.
Now these events have to do "with what shall befall thy people
(Israd) in the latter days" (Dan. 10:14) and particularly with the
person of the Antichrist, and the way in which he shall come to
his end.
In chapter 10, we have set forth the circumstances under which
this final vision was given. You will find, by a careful reading of
the text, that the Devil did everything in his power to prevent the
giving of this last vision to Daniel, opposing him in a way that he
had not done previously. It really would seem that he marshalled
the very forces of hell itself to prevent the giving of the vision
recorded in the last three chapters of the Book of Daniel. Why was
this done? The reason might well be that Satan would have pre
vented, if possible, the picture which we find given in these chapters
of that one to whom God has alluded in other places as "the little
horn"; "the prince that shall come"; "a vile person"; for we have
given a life-size portrait of that one, and we arc told how he is to
meet his doom when the Son of God returns in glory.

VV the

THE CONFLICT IN THE HEA VENLIES
Setting f orlh the Angelic Ministry ittf'SU.S World-Rulers of Darkness
(EPH. 6:1~17).
Their final expulsion and Doom in lhe Laller T,me (REv. 12).

Three Weeks of Mourning
Let us look at verses 1, 2 and 3:
In the thinl year of Cyrus, king of. Persia, a thing was
revealed unto Danid, whose name was called Belteshazzar;
and the thing was true, but the time appointed was long:
and he understood the thing, and had understanding of the
vision.

In those days I Daniel was mourning three full weeks.
'1 ate no pleasant bread, neither came flesh noc wine in
my mouth, neither did I anoint myself at all, till three whole
weeks were fulfilled."
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"In the third year of Cyrus king of Persia" . . . in other words,
three years after the great edict had gone forth in which Cyrus made
known to the Jews the fact that they might go back to the land of
Palestine. The Jewish clock referred to in Chapter 9 was ticking off
the years, and at the close of the first 49 years, the walls and streets
w~rc_ to be rebuilt. In order that this might be accomplished, God
laJ.d 1t upon the heart of Cyrus to send Nehemiah and those who were
to accompany him back to Palestine to build again the walls and the
streets. Daniel was in "mourning three full weeks," (V. 2) he tells
us, because of th~ little rcsp~mse there was to this edict. Only about
40,000 accomparucd Nehemiah. The rest were content to remain in
the Persian Empire. It was impossible for Daniel himself to return
for at this time he was an old man, ninety years of age, and unabl;
to participate actively in the rebuilding of his beloved city. We
cannot doubt but that he would have been one of the first to return
had he been a young man. God's glory was the ruling passion of
Daniel's life, and it is little wonder that his heart was heavy as he
saw th~ lack of cn~husiasm on the part of his people, and their
apathetic state of mmd. He could cat no pleasant food, nor did he
anoint himself until the end of that period. (V. 3). Have you my
friend, ever been so burdened because of the broken state of the church
and the coldness and indifference on the part of its members? The
closer we live to the heart of God, the easier it is for us to understand
and appreciate the feelings which possessed Daniel. During this
period of thr~ weeks, he not only fasted and mourned, but he
prayed, yet with no apparent answer to his prayer. But his perse
verance was rewarded, for after three weeks, the answer came.

A "Certain Man" Appean
"And in the four and twentieth day of the first month, as
I was by the side of the great river, which is Hiddckd;
Then I lifted up mine eyes, and looked, and, behold, a
certain man clothed in linen, whose loins were girded with
fine gold of Uphaz:
His body also was like the beryl, and his fa~ as the
apptaran~ ol. lightning, and his eyes as lamps ol. fire, and
his arms and his feet like in colour to polished brass, and the
voice ol. his words like the voice ol. a multitude.
And I Daniel .alone saw the vision : for the men that were
with me saw not the vision; but a great quaking fell upon
them, so that they lied to hide themselves.
Therefore I was left alone, and saw this great vision, and
there remained no strength in me: for my comdincss was
111rncd in me into corruption, and I retained no strength.
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Yet heard I the voiceof his words: and when I heard the
voice of his words, then was I in a deep sleep on my face,
and my face toward the ground.'" (VV. 3-9.)

From these verses we learn that Daniel was bodily present on
the banks of the Hiddckcl or Tigris river when he lifted up his eyes
and looked and behold a "certain man" appeared, clothed in "linen"
and girded with gold.
His body
was "like the beryl, and his face as the appearance of
lightning; his eyes as lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in
colour to polished brass, and the voice of his words like the voice of
a multitude." Daniel says, "I • . . alone saw the vision: for the
men that were with me saw not the vision; but a great quaking fell
upon them, so that they fled to hide themselves." But Daniel himself
was not unmoved at the sight, for, he says, ". . . I was left alone
. . . and there remained no strength in me: for my comclincs:
was turned in me into corruption, and I retained no strength. . . .
Yet heard I the voice of his words: and when I heard the voice of
his words, then was I in a deep sleep on my face, and my face toward
the ground."
"And, behold, an hand touched me, which set me upon
my knees and upon the palms of my hands:
And he said unto me, O Daniel, a man greatly beloved,
understand the words that I speak unto thee, and st.and
upright: for unto thee am I now sent. And when he had
spoken this word unto me, I stood trembling.
Then said he unto me, Fear not, Daniel; for from the
first day that thou didst set thine heart to understand, and
to chasten thysdf before thy God, thy words were heard, and
I am come foe thy words.
But the prin~ ol. the kingdom of Persia withstood me
one and twenty days: but, lo, Michael, one of the chief
princes, came to help me; and I remained there with the kings
of Persia.
Now I am come to make thee understand what shall
befall thy people in the latter days: for yet the vision is for
many days.'' (VV. 10 14.)

In these verses we arc given a glimpse of the conflict which rages
between the fallen and the unfallcn angelic hosts in the unseen world.

Why the Answer to Daniel's Prayer Was Delayed
Then, as w.:: have just read, "an hand touched" Danid and a
voice bade him arise and stand upright, and he was told that unto
him . was the angelic being sent. The heavenly messenger then told
Darnel how he had been trying to reach him with an answer to his
prayer. "Thy words were heard," he said, but he was withstood by
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the prince of Persia for twenty-one days, and it was only when he had
~turned and secured the help of Michad that he was able to break
through the opposing forces and reach the earth.
As we meditate upon these passages of God's Word, and realize
the fact that there arc indeed evil spirits who try to oppose the very
angels of God, it should solemnize our hearts and bring us to a
realization of our helplessness in the presence of these demons, causing
us to call upon God for divine aid.
By "prince of the kingdom of Persia" is not meant Cyrus himself,
but an evil angel, evidently appointed by Satan to seek to influence
the heart of the Persian kin&_ against the people of God. In verse 20,
there is a similar reference to the "prince of Grccia." From these
passages of Scripture, it is evident that the fallen hosts, under the
leadership of Satan, arc like a well-organized army, and that there
arc degrees in rank among them, and that their main purpose is to
thwart the plans of God. Satan perhaps has powerful demons dele
gated to influence the leaders of the nations against God and His
Christ. In the 6th chapter of Ephesians, Paul tells us that". . . we
wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world." The
"rulers" referred to here arc not the men who head our nation, and
the other nations of the earth. These arc ofttimes good men, but if
they arc not men who know God, they become tools in the hands of
"the rulers of the darkness of this world," whose head is Satan, the
"god of this age."
Now the heavenly host is also divided into ranks and divisions.
We notice in verse 13 that Michael is referred to as "one of the chief
princes" and in verse 21 as "your prince." From these and other
passages it would seem that Michael has the especial care of the
people of Israel, and that a part of his service is to thwart the designs
of the evil angels who try to bring about Israel's ruin.

that the wages of sin is death, and that judgment must be executed
upon the sinner. Therefore he entices the people of God to sin and
then wings his way into the presence of God and accuses them
before Him.

01D' Advocate

Demonology
The subject of Demonology which this chapter introduces is a big
one, and though we cannot discuss it in detail here, I would like to
call attention to one or two statements in regard to this subject that
you may realize how dependent upon God we arc.
Grouping together the first chapter of Job, the third chapter of
Zechariah, the 18th chapter of 2nd Chronicles, and the 12th chapter
of Revelation, it will be discovered that Satan, though fallen and an
enemy of God and His people, has access to the presence of God. He
appears there as the accuser of God's people, with a view of bringing
about their eternal ruin. He knows that God is righteous and just,

How hopeless and helpless our lot would be if it were not for
the fact that we have an Advocate with the Father! It is only in this
light that the significance of 1 John 2:1 can be seen: "My little
children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not. And if any
man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
righteous." The word "advocate" is the same as our word '1awycr."
We all know what a lawyer is. He is a man who is skilled in the
law, and who takes the case of a man who is accused and appears
befo~ the judge to plead his client's case. Now it is impossible for a
lawyer to defend his client with any degree of success, unless he knows
all about the case, and ·has the assurance that it is absolutely in his
hands. With all the facts in hand, he can meet the judge and put up
a defense for his client.
My friends, about twenty years ago, I put myself and my case in
the hands of the Son of God. He became my Advocate. Today He
stands at God's right hand, and ever lives to make intercession for
me. If I should sin when tempted, Satan immediately appears
before God to accuse me. But my Advocate, the Lord Jesus Christ, is
there to defend me, and He puts to rout the enemy of my soul.
"Ycs," He says, "the accusations arc tru~but I was wounded
for his transgressions; I was bruised for his iniquities; the chastise.
mcnt of My peace is upon him, and by My stripes he is healed." (Is.
53:5.) And thus the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, God's Son,
cleanses me from all sinl One of these days that accuser will be for
ever cast out from the presence of God. That final expulsion from
God's Court is described in Revelation 12, verses 7-10. Read it! This
event will take place during the Seventieth Weck of Daniel, and thus
will bring to an end the reign of the accuser of our souls. He will be
driven forth by that same Michael who came to the help of the
heavenly messenger when he was trying to reach Daniel.
May I ask you, my friend, whether or not you have put your case
in the hands of the Son of God? Before you can ever know Him as
your Advocate, you must know Him as your Saviour, for He inter
cedes at God's right hand only for those who have been saved by
accepting Him as Saviour, on the basis of His atoning work. In the
6th chapter of Ephesians to which I have referred, there is an exhor
tation to "put on" the whole armour of God, and you will note that
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this is in connection with our conB.ict with these unseen principalities
and powers.

The Ministry of Angela
However, there arc ranks of unfallcn angels as well as f:allcn or
bad angels. Angels arc created beings and not the spirits of our
departed dead, as many believe. I can never sing the hymn, "I
want to be an angel, and with the angels stand," for I never expect
to be an angel. Angels as created beings have a special service
to perform in regard to the believer. In Heb. 1:14 we read that
they arc "ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them who
shall be heirs of salvation." Thus every child of God has the protec
tion of a guardian angel during his earthly life, who is especially
concerned with his physical well-being. It is impossible to realize now
how many times we have been rescued from accidents and dangers of
many kinds by our guardian angd.
Angels "excel in strength, obey God's commandments and hearken
unto the voice of His Word." (Ps. 103:21.)
They accompany departing souls into the presence of the Lord.
(Luke 16:22.) Angels were visible during the time of the Old
Testament and during the earthly ministry of our Lord, but now in
this present dispensation of grace they arc invisible. Believers arc to
walk by faith, and not by sight.
When the Son of God returns to earth to reign in power and
great glory, He is to be accompanied by angels (Matt. 25:31), and
during the Millennial reign upon the earth, angelic beings will again
be visible.

Then said he, Knowest thou wherefore I come unto
thc:c? and now will I return to fight with the prince of. Persia:
and when I am gone forth, lo, the prince of Grccia shall come.
But I will shew thee that which is noted in the scripture
of. truth: and there is none that holdcth with me in these
things, hut Michad your prince. (VV. 15-21.)

In these verses, we sec Daniel with his "face set toward the ground,
and dumb"-an attitude of great humility and helplessness. Then the
messenger drew near and "touched his lips," so that he was able to
speak-"! have retained no strength ... neither is there any breath
left in me." Again the messenger touched him and "strengthened" him
and spoke the wonderful words of comfort cl. verse 19. ". . . 0 man
greatly beloved, fear not, peace . . . be strong . . ." What a
preparation for God's message that is to follow! Friends, how we
need to be prepared in peace and rest these days that we might hear
His voice speaking to us out of His Word! There is too much activity
today, even among believers. Too little time is spent in the secret
place with the Word of God. Let us today lay hold of the promise, "I
will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on Thee, because
he .?'ustcth in Thee" (Isa. 26:3), _and rc~!11}Y. wait before Him, ready
to hear what God, the Lord, will speak. (Psa. 85:8.)

Daniel Strengthened
"And when he had spoken such words unto me, I set my
face toward the ground, and I became dumb.
And, behold, one like the similitude of. the sons of men
touched my lips: then I opened my mouth, and spake, and
said unto him that stood before me, 0 my lord, by the vision
my sorrows arc turned upon me, and I have retained no
strength.
For how can tbe servant of. this my lord talk with this
my lord? for as for me, straight-way there remained no
strength in me, neither is there breath left in me.
Then there came again and touched me one like the ap
pearance of. a man, and he strengthened me.
And said, 0 man greatly beloved, fear not: peace be unto
thee, be strong, yea, be strong. And when he had spoken
unto me, I was strengthened, and said, Let my Lord speak; for
thou hast strengthened me.
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CHAPTER XI
The Antichrist

I

om study of chapter 10, we saw that it was a part of the last
vision which was given the prophet Daniel, the account of which
is continued in chapters 11 and 12. You will recall that in chapter
10 we have an account of the circumstances in connection with the
giving of this last rcvdation to Daniel. This prophecy is the most
detailed of all the prophecies given to him, beginning in Danid's
day and ending with the overthrow of Gentile Dominion and the
establishment of the kingdom of the Son of God.
This chapter divides itself into two main divisions, the first part
of which has already been fulfilled, while the last part is yet to be
fulfilled.
The main content of the second division presents a description of
the Antichrist and his great antagonist at the time of the end, and of
how in the hour of Israel's need, when the Antichrist and his antago
nists meet on the fidd of Armageddon, the Lord will go forth and
fight those nations.
It is quite apparent that everything recorded in verses 1 to 35 has
already been fulfilled and history marvellously substantiates what is
here recorded concerning the nations that arc mentioned. Before we
look at the facts of this prophecy that have become history, let me
emphasize the fact that only the nations that arc dircc!b' concerned
with God's dealings with Israel arc mentioned in these prophecies.
Palestine is the geographical center of the earth and only those
nations that arc directly concerned with this land have a place in
prophecy for we read in Dcut. 32:8.
N

THE RULE OF THE ANTICHRIST
Daniel's Final Vision-The Antichrist, Self-willed and God-defying
ln the Latter Time. (Dan. 11 :36-39) ; (Rev. 13.)

"When
inhcritanc.c,
the bounds
children of

the most High divided to the nations their
when he separated the sons of Adam, he set
of the people according to the number of the
Israel."

Thus when we read in this chapter of the King of the north and
the King of the south, it refers to the nations in their relation to
Palestine.
People often ask me if the United States is mentioned in prophecy.
The question is answered in the negative, the reason being that
America is too far removed from the land of Palestine, and while
she will be linked in the great coming confederacy, the Spirit of God
[ 89]
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has not made known what that part will be.

The Vision
Now let us look at the vision in detail. The heavenly being told
Daniel that there would stand up three kings in Persia.
"Behold, there shall stand up yet three kings in Persia
• • ." (V. 2.)

This prediction was fulfilled in the monarchs that followed Cyrus
on the throne of Persia whose names were Cambyses, Smcrdcs the
Magian, and Darius Hystospes. The prophecy goes on to relate that
a fourth king would arise who would be "far richer than they all: and
by his strength through his riches he shall stir up all against the realm
of Grccia." This prophecy was fulfilled in Xerxes the fourth king
who reigned after Cyrus. He invaded Greece with a mighty army
and with a great fleet. The battle of Thcrmopylac was fought, result
ing in the defeat of Xerxes. That battle brought about the beginning
of the downfall of Persian power and the rise of Greece. In verses
3 and 4 the angel continues to unfold what has become history:
"And a mighty king shall stand up, that shall rule with
great dominion, and do according to his will. And when
he shall stand up, his kingdom shall be broken, and shall
be divided toward the four winds of heaven; and not to his
posterity, nor according to his dominion which he ruled :
for his kingdom shall be plucked up, even for others beside
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whichwere two of the fragments of Alexander's kingdom, became
enemies and during that period of 120 years fought their battles, using
Palestine, the buffer state, as a battle ground. Syria, referred to as the
king of the north, was not only a deadly enemy of the king of the
south (Egypt) but also hated Israel with an intense hatred. But of
the kings of Syria there is one, referred to in verse 21, who is characterized as a "vileperson" and of whom a detailed description is given.
That king was the notorious Antiochus Epiphanes. He is mentioned
here in particular as also in the eighth chapter, because of his likeness
to another great hater of Israel who is yet to come. That one is the
Antichrist. Antiochus Epiphanes was one of the vilest creatures who
ever sat on a throne and will only be excelled in this by the "man of
sin" himself. He is the one mentioned in chapter 8, verses 11 to 14, as
the "defilerof the sanctuary." Hisactions arc recorded in that chapter
because he foreshadows the "king of fierce countenance" referred to
in verse 23, who shall arise in the latter time. The sanctuary was
cleansed, as stated in Daniel 8, after 2300 days, at which time the
Maccabees cleansed and rededicated the temple for the worship of
Jehovah. Antiochus certainly foreshadows what is written concerning
the Antichrist in Revelation 13 and Matt. 24: 13.
Verses 23 to 34 describe the terrible conditions that prevailed
among the Jews during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes, never to
be paralleled until the "man of sin" appears.

those."

In these verses the Persian power passes from view and Alexander
the Great and the Grecian F.mpirc come before us. The "mighty
king" mentioned here was Alexander the Great
On his accession to the throne, he welded the Grecian states
together and subdued the Persian F.mpirc. He is mentioned here as
also in the eighth chapter of Daniel because the Antichrist will arise
out of the part of the Roman Empire over which Alexander ruled.
The prophecy in verse four that . . . "when he shall stand up, his
kingdom shall be broken, and shall be divided toward the four winds
of heaven; and not to his posterity, _nor according to his dominion
which he ruled:" . . . has been fulfilled to the letter, for Alexander
died childless and his empire was divided into four parts, each of his
leading ~erals taking a part, namely, Ptolemy who was king of
Egypt; Seleucus, who mok Syria; Lysimachus, who ruled over Thrace,
and Cassandcr, to whom fell Macedonia and all of G~cc.

Warsof the Ptolemies
From verse 5 to verse 35, we ha~c an account of what is known in
history as the wars of the Ptolemies and Sclcucidac covering a period
of 120 years. Syria and Egypt, on the north and south of Palestine
[ 90 ]

The Wilful King
From verses 36 to 39, inclusive, the history of the king of the north
came to a close, and another dreadful character of whom Antiochus
Epiphanes was merdy a forerunner is at once introduced; he is the
wilful king, the Antichrist of the last days.
"And the king shall do according to his will: and he
shall exalt himself, and magnify himself above every god,
and shall speak marvellous things against the God of gods,
and shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished : for
that that IS determined shall be done.
Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, nor the
desire
of women, nor regard any god : for he shall magnify
himself above all.
shall he honour the God of forces ; and
But in his estate
a god whom his fathers knew not shall he honour with gold,
and silver, and WI th precious stones, and pleasant things.
Thus shall he do m the most strong holds with a strange
god, whom he shall acknowledge and increase with glory:
and he shall cause them to rule over many, and shall divide
the land for gain." (VV. 36-39.)
Here we have a life-size portrait of the Antichrist, the "man of
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sin," the one who will not only rule over Syria but will al~o rcvi:,rc t~c
Roman empire. Let us look at the statements concerning hun, m
order.

"But in his estate shall he honor the God of forces:" which depicts
him as being an utter materialist. He will not believe in a personal
God. In that regard he is atheistic. He will believe, however, in the
kind of God that evolutionists now believe in, that is, impersonal force.
He will regard himself as the highest expression of impersonal force
and will demand divine honors.

"And the king shall do according to his will; .•." (V. 36.)

That is, he will be an absolute monarch-no senate, no house of
parliament; not even the ten subordinate kings who will be associ
ated with him will dare to interfere with his wishes.
Some little time ago I was preaching on this portion of Scripture
and I mentioned the fact that the Antichrist would be an absolute
monarch. At the close of the message, a man said to me, "I cannot
imagine that in this day, after the world has fought as it did during
1914-18 to make the world safe for democracy, that the people would
ever submit to such a government."
I pointed out to him the fact that right now dictators arc ruling
most of the European countries and that sixty percent of the people
have little or less liberty than before 1914. Spain, Bulgaria, Poland,
Portugal, Russia, Austria, Germany, Greece, Italy, do not have what
is known as popular government, and these countries have a combined
population of over 300 million people. Mussolini has declared that
the people arc tired of liberty and that may be right; however, the
stage is being set for the coming of the "man who will do according
to his will."
". . . he shall exalt himself, and magnify himsdf
above every god, and shall speak rnarvdlous things against
the God of gods, and shall prosper till the indignation be
accomplished: for that that is determined shall be done."
(V. 36.)

This refers to an Anti-God campaign that he will put on in the
world, a foreshadowing of which is now going on in Russia.
"Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers
{V. 37.)

.

. ."

This would seem to indicate that he will be an apostate Jew. Israel
is the only nation that can really speak of the "God of their fathers"
-of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The place that apostate
Jews arc having in the great atheistic and communistic movements of
today is very significant.

". • . and a god whom his fathers knew not shall he
honor with gold, and silver, and with preciow s10nes,
and pleasant things." (V. 38.)

And so, like all infidels, he docs have a god, after all I The Book of
Revelation shows that the god he will honor is Satan, the god of this
world, the dragon, who will give him his power and his scat of
authority.
"... and he ...

shall divide the land for gain."

(V. 39.)

This refers to the land of Palestine, and is an indication that the
Antichrist will give special honor to those who meet his require
ments thus making it possible to plunder and harass the Jewish
remnant who will refuse allegiance to this monster.

The Battle of Armageddon
"And at the time of the end shall the king of the south
pwh at him: and the king of the north shall come against
him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen,
and with many ships: and he shall enter into the countries,
and shall over8ow and pass over.
He shall enter also into the gloriow land, and many
countries shall be overthrown; but these shall e.scape out of
his hand, even Edom, and Moab, and the chief of the children
of Ammon.
He shall stretch forth his hand also upon the countries;
and the land of Egypt shall not escape.
But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of
silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt; and the
Libyans and the Ethiopians shall be at his steps.
But the tidings out of the east and out of the north shall
trouble him: therefore he shall go forth with great fury
to destroy, and utterly to make away many.
And he shall plant the tabernacles of his palace between
the seas in the glorious holy mountain; yet he shall come to
his end, and none shall hdp him." (VV. 40-45.)

". . . . nor the desire of women, . . ." This means that he
will be Antichrist. The desire of Jewish women was that they
should be the channel through which the Messiah should come. Every
Jewish mother entertained the hope that she would be the mother
of the Son of God. The man of sin will not only be Anti-God but
Anti-Christ.

From verses 40 to 45, we have a record of the great struggle of
the nations in which the king of the north, king of the south, the sun
rising kingdoms in the cast, and the Antichrist in the west shall have
a part and which will culminate in heaven's intervention and the
return of Christ.
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Please note in verse 40 that this will take place at the time of the
end. The expression "time of the end" refers to the end of Gentile do
minion, the seventieth week of Danid. Please note the four confeder
acies mentioned in these verses. The first is the ten kingdoms that will
revive the Roman empire under the leadership of the Antichrist, the
last Caesar. The second will be the king of the north; the Antichrist's
great antagonist. He is mentioned in Ezekiel 38 and 39. As soon as the
Antichrist forms his ten-toed kingdom on the ground of the old
Roman empire, there will be formed another confederacy of European
nations who were not in the Roman empire, such as Austria, Ger
many, and others. These will be headed up under the last ruler of
the Russi.as, of whom Ezekiel wrote in the two chapters just re
ferred to.
The king of the north (Syria) mentioned in ll:33, was only a
shadow of this leader from the north who will be the Antichrist's
antagonist at the end-time. Read the 38th chapter of Ezekiel. There
you will find that God says of him, " . . . . I will turn thee back,
and put hooks into thy jaws, . . ." He is speaking of the Prince of
Rosh. The names of Moscow (Mcshcch) and Tobolsk (Tubal) arc also
mentioned there. The third confederacy will be under the King of the
south. He will be the last king of Egypt, who will finally in that day
break away from the Roman empire. The fourth confederacy will be
in the east, composed of the sunrising kingdoms. In the ninth chapter
of Revelation we read that an army of two hundred million is seen
coming out of the cast prepared for the battle of the great God. Even
now, as we look out upon the nations, we sec these four conkderacics
in the making, and they may be consummated overnight.

Present-Day Outlook Among Nations
In Italy, there is Mussolini, with his desire to revive the Roman
empire. Then there is Stalin of Russia, reaching out to bring Ger
many and 'Austria into a coalition. In the cast Japan is determined to
dominate the east and all the dark-skinned nations with a view of
championing their cause and challenging the west. Then there is
Egypt, again a kingdom with its own king, after being part of the
British empire for so long.
In the last days, when these four great confederations begin to
move; around what point will their armies gather? They will gather
around the land of Palestine. And why will they want to centre their
activities at that particular point? If there is any one thing that the
whole world wants, it is money, capital and wealth. People go any
place where they think they can secure greater wealth, and more gold.
And the nations of the earth arc awaking to the fact that the little
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land of Palestine, nestling in the very centre of the earth, is the weal
thiest spot in the whole world! At the bottom of the Dead Sea lie
minerals that exceed in value all the gold in the vaults of America
today. This is one of the reasons why every nation has an eye on this
land of Palestine. And in that last great day there will be a contest for
this favored land. The East will arise in her might, and with her mil
lions of men will move to possess the land which she thinks is right
fully hers. Her slogan will be, "The East for the East." Palestine is in
the East. When those armies come together, round about Palestine, the
nation of Israel will be like a nut in a nut-cracker. God has said that
in that day all the armies of the earth will be brought round about
Jerusalem. Hear His Word:

Israel'• Deliverance
"Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoil
shall be divided in the midst of thee. For I will gather all
nations against Jerusalem to battle; and the city shall be taken,
and the houses rifled, and the women ravished; and half of
the city shall go forth into captivity, and the residue of the
people shall not be cut off from the city." (Zech. 14:l, 2.)

Then Heaven will take part in the struggle.
"And at that time shall Michad stand up . . .
which sta.ndcth for the children of thy people . . • and
there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was • • •"
(Dan. 12:1.)

And hearken to this:
'"Then shall the Lord go forth, and fight against those
nations, as when he fought in the day of battle.
And his feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of
Olives . . ," (Zech. 14:3-4.)

And the Son of God shall bring to an end the "times of the
Gentiles." He shall sweep aside evil devices. Jehovah shall be King
of the whole earth! Israel shall look upon Him whom they have
pierced and'"The Lord shall be king over all the earth: in that day
shall there be one Lord, and his name one." (Zech. H:9.)

The struggles, the privations, the hardships, the bank failures
weigh heavily upon our hearts. We arc sorrowful and bowed down
with cares; and yet, these things need not disturb our faith, but rather,
confirm it. Those of us who know the Lord Jesus as our Saviour,
and Redeemer, can lift up our heads today, because we know that our
redemption drawcth nigh!
Keep forever in mind, bdoved friends, that before the seventieth
week begins, and the Antichrist is on the scene, the church will have
been caught away and shall be above the clouds with the Lord when
the storm breaks!
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CHAPTER XII
The F.nd of the 'limes of the Gentiles

B

we begin to discuss this chapter let us recall that the theme
of this book is the commencement, the character, the course and
the consummation of the Times of the Gentiles. Daniel tells us how
Gentile Dominion commenced, and how it is going to end. We found
that the last great prophecy which God gave to the prophet Daniel
began with the tenth chapter. Details were given Daniel in that vision
of the last terrific struggle between the nations. In the eleventh chapter,
we have one continuous prophecy. Verses 1 to 36 related how the king
of Persia was overthrown by the king of Greece; how Greece in turn
was divided into four parts, and for two hundred years raged the
Wars of the Ptolemies and Selcucidac. The little part of Alexander's
Kingdom known as Syria, and the portion known as Egypt, fought,
and during that time Palestine was the battleground of those rulers.
Beginning with the 36th verse of Chapter ll, we find a descrip
tion of the man who is going to arise at the latter part of Alexander's
kingdom. That man is a type of the Antichrist, as we have already
noted ..."
Then we find, on reading further, that at the time ci. the end the
"king of the South shall push at him"; and the king of the north will
come down at him. The Antichrist's great antagonist is the "king
of the north" who will evidently be the last ruler of Russia; the king
of the south will be the last king of Egypt. You will remember how,
when the Antichrist moves west to meet the king of the north,
"tidings out of the cast" trouble him. The army of the 200,000,000·
will be on the march then; and the titanic struggle that will end the
Gentile dominion forever shall take place. Then the Antichrist, the
Scripture says"..• shall come to his end, and none shall help him."
EFORE

THE VISION OF THE GREAT TRIBULATION-THE COMING
OF THE SON OF MAN
Daniel sees the events in conneclicm with the Great Tribulation and the
Overthrow of the Antichrist (lsA. 14:25; REV. 19:19-21).
The Coming of the So,. of Man in Power and Great Glory. Israel
Delivered. The Millennial Kingdom Established.

Israel's Deliverance

Durina- the ''Tune of Trouble"

Now we come to the 12th chapter, which begins
"And at that time shall Michael stand up." The
Michael in heaven at this time evidently rcfcrs to
mentioned in the 12th chapter of Revelation. You
Michael at that time marshalls the heavenly host.
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"And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels
fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his
angels, and prevailed not; neither was their place found any
more in heaven." Rev. 12:7, 8.

At that time, the Dragon will be cast down to earth. When he
is cast down, it seems there will be a tremendous effort to destroy
the nation of Israel-the nation that gave birth to the Son of God.
". . . . when the dragon . . . was cast unto the earth, he perse
cuted the woman which brought forth the man child" (Rev. 12: 13). That
verse docs not refer to the Virgin Mary. The Roman Catholics would
have us believe that the woman referred to is none other than Mary,
the mother of Jesus, whom they have termed the "Queen of Heaven,"
but it is not Mary. This is a picture of the nation Israel, and tells us
how the devil will turn his fury and vent his wrath upon that nation
that gave birth to the Lord Jesus Christ, Who came into this world
to redeem men from the penalty which their own sin had brought
upon them. The angel said to Daniel, "there shall be a time of trouble
. . . and at that time the people shall be delivered . . ." "Thy
people" refers to Israel, but only those ". . . . that shall be found
written in the book" shall be delivered.
Just as there is apostasy in Christendom today, so it will be in
that last day among the Jewish people. Many arc going to line up
under Antichrist and will continue their allegiance to him. Evi
dently those Jews arc going to be destroyed with the Gentile nations
at the time when the Son of God returns in glory. But there will be
a faithful group who will not acquiesce to the demands of Anti
christ, and will not give him allegiance, but will turn to God and His
Messiah, and those arc the nations that will be delivered by the per
sonal, visible, bodily return of the Lord Jesus Christ. So the Word
of God tells us that the Angel said to Daniel "thy people shall be de
livered."

Resurrection of the Nation, Israel
"Many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and ever•
lasting contempt." (V. 2.)

What docs that mean? I am not certain. Bible teachers arc
not agreed as to the interpretation. Israel, all through the Word
of God, is likened to one that has been buried. In Ezekiel 37,
God says, "I will open your graves, and cause you to come up out
of your graves, and bring you into the land of Israel." The nation
Israel is buried. Its national cemetery is the Gentile nations of the
earth. But God says He is going to open the graves and bring the
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children of Israel out of their graves. This, it seems to me, is the inter
pretation of these verses-that God intends to re-gather them from
among the nations where they have been scattered, and restore them
to their land and again make them a nation, and not allow them to be
plucked out of His hand again. "Some to shame and everlasting
contempt"-! conclude from this, that some of the Jews who return
will accept the claims of Antichrist and will meet the demands
he makes upon them, while others will accept the Lord Jesus Christ
and give allegiance to Him. So the result of that re-gathering will be
that some shall awake ". . . to everlasting life" and "some to shame
and everlasting contempt."
"And they that be wi$C shall shine as the bright.ndS of the
firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as the
stan for ever and ever." (V. 3.)

You know, often times when I want to inspire my congregation
to soul-winning, I preach a sermon on that text. I tell them if they
want to shine as the stars in heaven they should heed what God
says, "they that turn many to righteousness shall shine as the stars
for ever and ever." But, my friends, primarily, this passage of
Scripture docm't mean that; these words refer to the 144,000 Jews
who arc going to be the preachers during the Kingdom age. In the
seventh chapter of the Book of Revelation, we read where God calls
and seals 12,000 from each tribe, all Jews, for this very purpose. God
will take the veil of blindness from their eyes, and they will preach
the Gospel of the Kingdom. That grouf of 144,000 will not be called
out until after the church (the Body o Christ) has been translated.
(1 Thcs. 4:13-18.)
There arc many misguided people in the world today who claim
to be part of the 144,000. Haven't you met some of these folks? We
who arc living in this age have absolutely no part in this group of
144,000. After the church age is over, God will call out 12,000 from
each tribe, and these will preach the gospel of the kingdom " . . . .
repent for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand." The disciples
asked the Lord, " . . . when shall these things be?" Jesus told
them the gospel should be preached in all the world ( that is, the gospel
of the kingdom) and then the end would come. Those who arc to
preach that message will be the 144,000 Jews, and as a result of their
preaching a great multitude which no man can number will turn to
God. God will call them out of Japan, India, Africa, etc. These
preachers of the kingdom will not have an easy time. They will
have the Antichrist on their trail. Many will seal their faith with
their blood. Many will have to go through fire and water and hell
on earth. But they will remain true to God and to His Christ, and
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the Word says they arc going to shine "as the stars for ever and
ever." While that verse primarily refers to the remnant, it may also
be applied to the Christian today. If you want to shine for eternity,
be a soul winner for the Lord Jesus!
The ministry of soul-winning is a great work. I get more joy out
of leading a soul to the Lord than I ever did out of the pleasures of
this world. If one gets joy out of leading a soul to the Lord now,
what will it be like in heaven, ten million years from now, to have
a man or woman come up, take your hand, look you in the eye and
say, "Brother, friend, you led me to Christ. Thank God for you."
Why, it will make two heavens for you! "For what is our hope, or
joy, or crown of rejoicing? Arc not even ye in the presence of our
Lord Jesus Christ at His coming?"-1 Thcs. 2:19.

now. They take the same kind of a plank, push it through a ma
chine, and before you have time to think, out it comes, planed, and
grooved on both sides-and the men who used to do work of this
kind arc out looking for jobs today!
One day I went to the bank to get my bank book balanced. I
took the book home with me and added up the figures, and found
what I thought was a mistake in my favor. They had forgotten to
charge me with $100.00, according to my arithmetic. My wife added
the figures with the same result. So down to the bank I went, and
said to the teller, "You owe me $100.00." 'That is pleasant for you,"
he said, "but let's sec."
The bank clerk pointed to a machine where an employee was
pushing at buttons, as he answered me:
"I don't know about you, or your wife, but these machines do not
make mistakes." So he stood there and pushed in a red button, and
a yellow button, and out came the statement, and I was wrong.
Yes, we arc living in a wonderful age. You can go into a bank
today, and find machines that add, subtract, and multipy, and count
money.
To me, one of the most wonderful inventions is the radio. We
sit in our homes and listen to the most fascinating and instructive
programs from all over the earth. What a . wonderful age we arc
living inl
The time of the end is not stated definitely as to date, but two
of the marked characteristics of it arc: "many shall run to and fro, and
knowledge shall be increased."
I assure you, knowledge is going to increase yet more and more.
When "That Wicked One," the Anti.Christ comes, many will accept
his claims and receive the mark of the beast in their forehead, and
on their right hand.

"Knowledge Shall Be Increased"
"But thou, 0 Danid, shut up the words, and seal the
book, even to the time d the end: Dl2.ny shall run to and
fro, and knowledge shall be increased." (V. 4.)

Let us continue our discussion of the 12th chapter of Daniel.
Is it not strange that Danid was instructed to seal the prophecy,
"even to the time ci. the end:"? But the angel gave him two indica
tions of when the time of the end would bc-"many shall run to
and fro," and "knowledge shall be increased."
I have often thought of this verse, as I have driven along the
streets of this great city and looked at the mass of humanity, on every
side, many in automobiles, many in street cars, many on foot, and
even some overhead in aeroplanes. I have asked myself: "Where
arc all these folks going?" Do you, I wonder, ask yourself that same
question when you arc out in the midst of people? When you sit in a
railroad station, waiting for your train, you sec countless people
rushing in and rushing out. Don't you find yourself wondering where
they arc all going? I believe we arc living in the very day that the
Angd had reference to, when he told Daniel that "many shall run to
and fro." And as to knowledge being increased: In the last thirty
years, inventions have revolutionized every trade one can think of.
Man, through superior knowledge, has brought to pass things our
fathers never dreamed of. When I was a lad, there was a shop near
my home where table legs, etc., were made. A man would take a piece
of wood, put it between two clasps, work on it, and plane it. Some
other man would take another piece of wood, and make another part.
It would take 25 minutes to plane one side, and another 25 minutes
to make a groove, and so on. Table legs arc not made that way
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"Theo I Danid looked, and behold, there stood other two,
the one on this side of the brnk of the river, and the other on
that side of the bank of the river." (Verse 5.)

Daniel heard a conversation between these mysterious beings. He
heard one of them ask:
"How long shall it be to the end of these wonders?"
This question evidently refers to the terrible happenings from
the time that the Antichrist begins to reign until his power is broken.
Notice carefully the reply of the "man clothed in linen." He
said "that it shall be for a time, times and an half; and when he
shall have accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all
these things shall be finished."
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"And one said to the man clothed in linen, which was
upon the waters of the river, How long rholl it be to the end
cl these wonders?
And I heard the man clothed in linen, which was upon
the waters ci the river, when he held up his right hand and
his left hand unto heaven, and sware by him that liveth for
ever that it shall be for a time, times, and a half; and when
he shall have accomplished to scatter the power of the holy
people, all these things shall be finished." (VV. 6-7.)

Time, in the Word of God, is one year. Times, plural, two years,
making the period referred to three and one half years, or 1260 days.
T~ese three and a half years are the period of tribulation. Antichrist
will make a covenant for seven years, and break it after three and
one-half years. During the time of the broken Covenant, three and
one-half years, the worst trouble the world has ever known will be
poured out upon it.
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Why r Because at that time the earth will be purified, and the
millennial reign will have begun. The Lord Jesus will have started
to reign, and the man who secs that date, 1335 days from the time
Antichrist sets up his kingdom, will be in the millennial reign of
Christ. Therefore, "Blessed is he that waitcth, and cometh to the
thousand three hundred and five and thirty days."

The Angel'• Fmal Meaaage to Daniel
Then the heavenly messenger gave Daniel a last word of comfort,
precious in its import:
"But go thou thy way till the end he: for thou shalt
rest, and stand in thy lot at the end of the days." (V. 13.)

"Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand
three hundred and live and thirty days." (V. 12.)

I do not know, my dear friends, how long Daniel lived after this
marvellous revelation was ended. It came to him when he was about
95 or 96 years old, as nearly as we can tell from the Scriptures. He
had a wonderful career. He saw Nebuhadnezzar come and go; he
saw Cyrus come and go; he saw many prophecies fulfilled and many
still unfulfilled. Daniel, as far as his body is concerned, has been
sleeping in the dust of the earth for over two thousand years and
there are still parts of that prophecy yet to be fulfilled.
Thank God, that one day the Lord Jesus Christ Himself is going
to come, and the dead in Christ shall arise, and among them will be
Daniel, in His resurrection body. (l Thes. 4:13-18.) In that day,
Daniel shall see with his own eyes the final fulfillment of the great
prophecy which came to him in a vision. He shall see with his own
eyes the Roman empire revived; the Antichrist, the last ruler and
dictator of Europe, come to his disastrous end; and the Son of God
take the reins of government in His own hands.
What a marvdlous book, the book of Daniel, the prophet, isl And
what light it sheds upon the stirring and disturbing movements of
the world today. The Word of God tells us in unmistakable terms
what is going to happen to those who know Him not. My friend, I
beg of you, if you have not been "washed in the blood of the Lamb,"
if you have not made your peace with God, if you have not renounced
the world, and the flesh and the devil, DELAY NO LONGER, "for in
an hour ye think not, the Son of man cometh." H you have not ac
cepted Him, and received the light of salvation, all the knowledge that
you gain of the things that have been and are to be will but increase
your condemnation. Draw near to God, put your faith in Him, let His
blood wash you whiter than snow. Then you will be among that
blessed company to arise in the clouds to be forever with the Lord.
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"And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, 0 my
Lord, what shall be the end of these things?
And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are
closed up and sealed till the time of the end.
Many shall be purified, and made white, and tried; but
the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicke4 shall
understand; but the wise shall understand." (VV. 8 10.)

Two Other Time Propheciea
"And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken
away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there
shall be a thousand two hundn:d and ninety days." (V.11.)

Here you find there are 30 days added to the 1260. The 1260 days
cover the period that shall run its course between the setting up of
the "abomination of desolation" and the return of the Son of God
in glory. The 30 extra days must cover the time when the sanctuary
is cleansed, the earth is purified, and all things arc made ready for
the millennial reign of Christ.
When Christ returns, in His glory, He shall gather before Him
all the nations, separate them one from another, "As a shepherd
divideth his sheep from the goats." (Matt. 25:31-33.) He will
root out everything that will offend. His kingdom will be pure.
That cleansing process will evidently take thirty days. This expiring
time limit must conclude the judgment of the living nations. Then
in verse 12 we read,

